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Foreword 
 

 

The present report embodies the findings of a project on "Adult Literacy in Nepal" completed 

in 1976-77. This programme has been implemented in Nepal for over two decades with the 

objective that non-literate adults of the most productive age group can get the benefit of 

education even though it had been denied them in their proper schooling age. Educational 

expansion work in Nepal would have received a great support from a vigorous adult literacy 

drive. But the present study shows how adult literacy programme has been kept alive only in 

name during these years in the paper works of the bureaucrats and has hardly got off the 

ground in its actual execution. It is really a most depressing story to hear of such a highly 

publicized programme. We, however, draw much consolation from the hope that a more 

sincere effort will be made in future to make a complete reappraisal of the programme both in 

terms of redefining the concept of literacy itself and the most effective strategy to attain it in 

the context of Nepal. 

 

Baisakh 1, 2035 

Prayag Raj Sharma 
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Notes 

 

1. Terms like 'literacy', 'adult literacy', and 'adult education' have been used as synonymous 

unless when specified. 

 

2. Abbreviations used in the report are as follows: 

 

AES:  Adult Education Section, Ministry of Education, His Majesty's Government, 

Nepal. 

DEO:  District Education Office/Officer, Ministry of Education, His Majesty's 

Government, Nepal. 

FAEP: Functional Adult Education Programme  (run by HMG, Nepal). 

HMG: His Majesty's Government, Nepal. 

IHDP: Integrated Hill Development Project. 

LEP: Literacy Extension Programme run by His Majesty's Government, Nepal. 

NDS: National Development Service. 

NESP: New Educational System Plan. 

NWO: Nepal Women's Organization. 

SATA: Swiss Association for Technical Assistance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 The original plan of the project 
 

The project was undertaken with the aim of producing a report of past achievements, 

current programs and problems, and future prospects for the spread of literacy from adult 

education in Nepal. The aim was to collect information on the work of all agencies 

significantly active in the field of literacy through adult education in Nepal both in historical 

and synchronic perspectives and to evaluate their contributions, with the main focus of 

evaluation on the more widespread agency, the Adult Education Section of His Majesty's 

Government. This necessitated the study of the available documents on the subject, both on 

adult education in general and adult education in Nepal. It also required field studies to 

acquaint ourselves with the implementation of the policies adopted and formulated by the 

AES, with the various teaching methods, materials, training of teachers, the qualitative and 

quantitative progress of the participants in terms of their number and their abilities to read and 

write, and finally, with the social and economic changes brought about by the achievement of 

literacy among the participants. It was also hoped that these enquiries would eventually lead 

to determining the level at which a person could be called literate in the Nepalese context, and 

how far existing programs seemed to achieve this level. 

 

The work was then started collecting data or preparing materials for the history of 

literacy in Nepal, for the organization of current literacy programs, and, devising, the focal 

point of the study, evaluation instruments. 

 

From the outset there was the limitation of the project in terms of time and staff. The 

project started in September 1976 and the report had to be finished by August 1977. There 

was one part-time researcher for the whole period, one part time research assistant and one 

consultant for four months. All these did some field work. 

 

1.2 Methods of Study 
 

The Study of the extent of the national involvement with literacy work in maters of its 

history obviously required an investigation of the documents and materials published by the 

sponsoring organizations and involved trying to meet with people who had acquired their 

literacy skills as a result of their participation in an adult education centre. Apart from the 

study of available documents, certain questionnaires where sent out to sponsoring 

organizations in order to get information on their participation in adult literacy work both past 

and present. Questionnaires were sent out specially to the AES, NWO, and UNESCO in 

Nepal. 

 

The study of current adult literacy in the country required meeting the sponsoring 

agencies and visiting literacy centers. It was necessary to interview the personnel of these 

agencies to determine the extent of their involvement, their policies, and their administrative 

structures. By visiting literacy centers we hoped to acquaint ourselves with how these policies 

were implemented and what the problems were. Visiting centers to meet adult students and 
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their teachers and conducting interviews and tests with them would acquaint us with their 

achievements and failure. 

 

To assess the achievements and failures of literacy work and to find its correlation with 

such variables as ethnicity, language, geography, occupation, etc, a set of evaluation materials 

were constructed based on similar evaluation work
1
 done elsewhere. The evaluation materials 

consisted of six sections: 

 

Evaluation Instruments 

 

Literacy Test 

 

The test of literacy included tests on reading, writing, arithmetic, and use of literacy 

skills. The target respondents were to be the adults who had their training in adult education in 

the past few years and those who were undergoing the training currently. 

 

Questionnaires of Motivation 

 

A series of questionnaires were built under this section in order to determine the 

degree of which the training that these adults had undergone or were currently undergoing 

was related to the interests of the participants and has been able to hold it. These 

questionnaires were designed to elicit responses on the expectations and the interests of the 

learners in textbook content, language, and generally on their own interests, enjoyment, 

satisfaction and achievements
2
. 

 

The target respondents were the two types as above. There were two sets of questions, 

on for the LEP participants, the other for the FAEP participants. 

 

Questionnaires on Social Change 

 

The questionnaires in this section were designed to elicit response on certain simple 

indicators of change in the participants. 

 

Teachers Questionnaires 

 

 Two sets of questionnaires, one for the teachers of FAEP and one for the teachers of 

LEP, were constructed in order to investigate their background, their opinions, the problems 

relating to language and ethnicity as they feel it to be, their own motivation, their 

achievements and failures, their opinions on the usefulness of the textbook and other materials 

used by them, their methods, problems of relapse into illiteracy, and others. 

 

Community Elites Questionnaires 

 

Lastly, a set of questionnaires for the community elites, that is, the members of the 

local panchayat and other community leaders was designed to find out their views about 

literacy, the impact of literacy on the society, and their own involvement in the work. 
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Sampling 

 

Since the evaluation work involved both LEP and FAEP, the selection of places for 

field work had the initial constraint that the districts chosen for the work should have 

programs run both in the past and at present. Another constraint was the division of the 

country into such horizontal axes as east and west, and the vertical axes such as the northern 

hills and southern plains – a division the truth of which is recognized as both sociological and 

political. Keeping in mind the above requirements and constraints four districts were selected 

for field work by random sampling; two in the hills and two in the southern plains, one each 

from the east and the west respectively. These districts were: Kavre (eastern hills), Gorkha 

(western hills), Banke (western plains), and Jhapa (eastern plains). With the limited staff and 

time it was not considered possible to reach all adult education centers in each of these 

districts. So the aim was to take the places where a FAEP was run or running as the centre and 

then take the LEP centers clustered around the above, if possible, by random sampling. The 

lists of the LEP and FAEP centers were to be taken from the DEO. 

 

Pre-testing 

 

Pre-testing of the evaluation instruments was considered essential and a primary 

school was selected in a village outside the Kathmandu Valley for this purpose. This school 

was listed in the DEO office as having run a literacy class the previous year and as running a 

current literacy class. There was a FAEP of Agriculture running at the district head quarters 

also. 

 

1.3 Change of Plan 
 

A fundamental change in the plan of the project came about as a result of our 

experiences in pre-testing and in the first district selected for field work. The story is as 

follows: 

 

Having prepared all evaluation instruments, pre-testing was started in December 1976. 

All preliminary questionnaires from the DEO were completed and the teacher of the selected 

centre was interviewed. It was reported by the teacher that the current class had not yet started 

although it was already late for the year. He spoke fluently about previous classes he claimed 

to have conducted. On being requested he agreed to find some new literates from the previous 

year for us to interview the following week. The following week he produced three adults 

who claimed to have taken adult literacy classes the previous year. Tests were given to them 

and interviews conducted. It became clear from circumstantial evidence that none had 

attended an adult literacy class. It appeared they were all literate (e.g. they could read the 

complete instruments for the test) and that they had not attended a class the previous year (e.g. 

they gave completely conflicting information about the so-called class). All the investigators 

were convinced that no class had taken place the previous year. 

 

This was our first practical meeting with what we had been warned about by certain 

people involved closely in adult education. 
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Because of the shortage of time and because there was suspicion now on the value of the 

„scientific‟ evaluation instruments – both from our first pre-testing and from our increasing 

contact with the adult education set-up, we decided to go straight into the first field work 

district selected by random sampling. It was decided to use this district as another pre-testing 

project. 

 

The first field work confirmed our suspicious. It was impossible in the space of 2 weeks 

to find a genuine, as opposed to a pseudo, new literate. Here is a brief outline of this first field 

work: From the Adult Education Section, Ministry of Education, a District Survey Form was 

filled, that is, information was obtained about the number of LEPs and FAEPs and other 

related facts about the selected districts. The same form was filled at the DEO. This was 

supposed to check on the information obtained from the AES. It was found that they did not 

tally much. At the DEO, lists of names of the students who had participated in the previous 

year‟s literacy classes were obtained for the centers selected for evaluation. To avoid arousing 

suspicion and hostility a local man was brought in to help obtain information on the people 

listed and to locate them. To summarise what appears in more detail in chapter III, all the 

people on the lists who were identified could or would not have attended an adult literacy 

class. They had been dead for some time, had attended formal schooling, etc. 

 

Parallel to searching for new literates, current literacy classes were sought in order to 

obtain information from participants and to observe. Almost none of the literacy classes said 

to be running currently in the field work area were in fact operating. 

 

We had to assume, and this turned out to be correct, that the first field work area was not 

a-typical. We had to assume that there was little likelihood finding any or enough literates to 

be able to use our carefully prepares instruments. It had taken a lot of time in the field work 

area to ascertain the absence of literacy classes. It was, therefore, clearly a waste of time and 

money to try and obtain a random sample. The three other selected districts, which happened 

to be little known by the field workers, were abandoned. It was decided that the most useful 

and revealing information would be obtained by doing field work in two districts intimately 

known by the researchers, namely Bhojpur and Dhankuta. All ideas of obtaining „scientific 

data‟ from the field work were abandoned. Instead, the researchers went into the field with the 

simple aim of trying to find some sign of adult literacy, both in the terms of new literates of 

the past year or two years, or in the form of current literacy classes. They were to use the 

evaluation instruments when or if possible. 

 

As it turned out, intensive field work in Bhojpur and Dhankuta and very few field works 

in Dadeldhura and Kathmandu confirmed the findings of the first field work. The report then 

contains no evaluation facts or figures. It contains, in fact, nothing on the evaluation which 

was supposed to be the focus of the project, because there was nothing found which could be 

evaluated. The chapter on field work is a simple account of what was found in the field areas. 

 

1.4 Final shape of the report 
 

The report is divided into 8 sections. The first chapter is the Introduction which is a brief 

account of the project in terms of plan and implementation.  
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The second Chapter, the history of adult education in Nepal, is an attempt to recreate a 

clear picture of the history of adult education in the country by piecing together reports and 

documents as far as available. The chapter presents the history from the pre-revolution period 

(before 1950) to the period just before the NESP was introduced (1970). 

 

The third chapter, the organizations of current adult education in Nepal, is an attempt to 

draw a picture of the adult education program at the present time in the country, based on 

published documents answers to our questionnaires, and our own experiences. 

 

The fourth chapter presents a summary of previous reports. 

 

Chapter five, report on field work, is a description if adult literacy as we found it in the 

of the field work carried out in the districts of Kavre, Bhojpur, Dhakuta and of minor 

enquiries in the districts of Dadeldhura and Kathmandu during the months of January-March. 

 

Chapter six contains our commentaries on adult education in matters of policy, 

implementation, textbook, and other issues of literacy. 

 

Chapter seven contains broad recommendations. 

 

Chapter eight presents conclusion. 

 

The appendix contains tables and graphs, mostly incomplete because of lack of data. 

 

The reference contains list of publications consulted. 

 

1.5 Limitations 
 

1. The history of adult education in Nepal is based on government and other available 

reports and documents. The picture presented here is therefore valid in so far as these 

reports are. Even with these reports all the necessary facts and figures could not be 

presented because of the often quoted reason that the Singh Durbar fire burnt the 

documents. 

 

2. Because of the frequent changes in staff, very few of those personnel who had been 

involved in adult literacy prior to 1970 were available for interviews. 

 

3. The account of the organization of current adult education which draws to a large extent 

on documents and reports, and certain responses to our questionnaires, again, is valid only 

in so far as the latter are valid. It is our strong suspicion that the extent of adult education 

in Nepal is perhaps not as extensive and successful as these agencies lead us to believe. 

 

4. It was often extremely difficult to obtain information about current literacy work and its 

organization. If relevant facts are omitted, crucial or minor, it is because we were unable 

to find them. 
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5. The areas surveyed are a few places in the district of Kavre, Bhojpur, Dhankuta, and even 

fewer in Dadeldhura and Kathmandu. The impression given by these surveys may not be 

generalized for the whole country, since, as has been explained above, this was not a 

random sample, and personnel and time available for field work was extremely limited. 

 

6. For the reasons mentioned above, the methods and instruments were not used in strict 

schedule during the field work. Of necessity the report on field work is generally 

impressionistic.  

 

7. For the reason mentioned above, the chapter on field work presents no quantifiable 

information, or scientific method. It is a simple description of the findings of field work. 

 

8. The tables are not completed in the appendices because the necessary information was not 

available. 
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2. HISTORY OF ADULT EDUCATION IN NEPAL 
 

2.1 Pre-nineteen hundred and fifty 
 

The usual tendency is to trace the history of adult education in Nepal to some distant half-

historical, if not mythical, past, to the „comparatively undocumented world‟ of the kings of 

ancient times who had to their credit one or two festivals „calculated to advance adult 

education‟.
1
 However, this could not possibly have affected the illiteracy among the mass in 

any meaningful way, especially when it compounds with the fact that it was mostly only the 

people born in the Brahmin castes who took to reading and writing in a highly specialized 

Hindu society. 

 

The literacy rate estimated for the whole nation prior to 1950 is 1%.
2
 This low literacy 

rate has been ascribed to the educational policy of the Rana regime for 104 years before 1950 

which was one of opposition to mass education.
3
 Altogether there were 256 primary schools 

throughout the country. Deva Shamsher, one of the Rana Prime Ministers, is reported to have 

opened 150 primary schools in and around 1901 when he decreed that any community which 

could provide 50 students should be given a teacher and free education. However, they were 

closed down as soon as the family feud drove him out of the power. His curriculum included 

the three R‟S, and some readings of history and geography.
4
 

 

Padma Shamsher, another Rana Prime Minister, also committed himself to schooling and 

in 1948, under the basic education system, adult education centers in 5 villages (in Devtapani, 

Swanra, Chyanpata, Gashahar, and Pustun) of Lamjung district were reported as open with 

adult participants up to 50 years of age.
5
 

 

Some literacy also came, and continues to come, from India, from the centers of Brahmin 

and Buddhistic learning. Some literacy came, and continues to come, from the soldiers 

serving abroad as Gurkhas who return home after the completion of their service. According 

to British and Indian estimates, about 3,000 Gukha soldiers are made fully literate each year 

in the British and Indian armies.
6
 

 

The educational situation in Nepal by 1950 may be summarized by the following table:
7
 

 

Education in Nepal by 1950 

 

Kind of Institution Number of Institutions 

Primary schools 310
8
 

High Schools 11 

Colleges 2 

Religious schools 40 (roughly estimated proper record available) 
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Illiteracy statistics for the period before 1950 are given as follows:
9 

 

Year of 

census 

survey 

Age 

Level 

Illiterate Population Percentage of Illiterates 

Total Male Female Total Male Female 

1952-54 14+ 4,808,919 2,190,869 2,618,050 94.9 90.0 99.4 

 

2.2 The First Five Year Plan (1956/57-1960/61) 
 

The conscious adult literacy drive for the masses began in Nepal only with the first Five 

Year Plan for the country. However, it involved preparation of not less than 3 years. In 1952 

The Government of Nepal established an Education Board to organize education in Nepal. 

The meeting of Education Board members in November 1953 suggested that a National 

Commission for Planning Education for Nepal be appointed to survey existing educational 

facilities and to prepare a scheme for national universal education in Nepal. This Commission 

was to include adult education. 

 

In 1953 the Ministry of Education of the Government of Nepal, in co-operation with the 

United States Operation Mission (U.S.O.M.), invited Dr. Frank Laubach of the World 

Literacy Foundation to advise the government on adult education. Dr. Laubach set to work 

together with a team of three educationists. This team prepared a set of five charts, a primer, 

and a second reader in four parts. The primer contained thirteen lessons and the second 

readers about twenty five lessons each. The charts contained alphabets according to the 

Lauback method.
10

 

 

On March 1, 1954 (reported sometimes as March 8), the Nepal Government and 

U.S.O.M. signed an agreement to design and undertake the responsibility for adult education 

in Nepal. The immediate goal of this undertaking was the elimination of illiteracy. In order to 

administer and carry out the program such personnel as an adult education officer, an assistant 

to him, a radio education officer, four field organizers, an illustrator, and two typists were also 

employed. 

 

A Teacher Training Center opened this year. 

 

The Nepal National Education Planning Commission, appointed according to the 

suggestions of the Education Board in 1953, presented its mimeographed report
11

 to the 

Minister of Education on March 1, 1955. This report set out the guidelines for future adult 

education in Nepal. The Report recognized literacy as the first step in adult education. 

 

The Report made the following recommendations 

 

1. Following the reaching of literacy, the three R‟s should be taken up, then religious 

textbooks, current affairs, and vocational education according to the needs of each 

locality. 
12
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2. Preparation of the textbooks by adult education experts. Construction of post literacy 

literature aimed to give skill and practice in reading newspapers, books, and magazines, 

and provide information and knowledge of problems and subjects of wide interest. 

 

3. Wall newspapers, education poster, and maps with special issues for festivals and national 

holidays. 

 

4. Easy language leaflets for home to home distribution. 

 

5. Mobile projection vans and equipment „for the composite blend of entertainment and 

instruction to stimulate the desire for education and to waken interest in the various 

aspects of village or town improvement.‟ 

 

6. Encouragement of traditional folk arts and crafts. 

 

7. Solicitation of cooperation of students, social workers, and voluntary agencies. 

 

The Commission set a goal of making literacy classes available to all who want them by 

1975. 

 

The Five Year Plan
13

 for education in Nepal, the first plan of this sort for the whole 

nation, was drafted in 1956 by the National Education Planning Commission which followed 

closely the policy contained in the Report. The Plan made adult literacy its second major 

target after primary schooling as it was considered „critically essential to the development and 

survival of democracy. 
14

 

 

Targets for the National Plan Education in Adult Education
15

 

 

 Immediate 1960 1965 1975 

Adult 

Education 

(Age 16+) 

600 Literacy 

classes per year. 

100,000 new 

literates by 1960, 

some other adult 

education. 

100,000 new literates 

per year; extensive 

other adult education. 

Village libraries and 

radio for all. 

Universal 

voluntary 

availability of 

complete adult 

education 

program. 

Teacher 

Education 

300 teachers of 

adult literacy 

   

 

The estimated budget is as follows
16

 

 
Adult Literacy Radio Education 

Total 
 

No. of 

part time 

teachers 

No. of adult 

students 2 

groups per 

year 

Teaching 

costs 

Administrat

ion and 

materials 

cost 

Personnel Equipment 

I year 300 15000 54,000 50,000 5,000 50,000 159,000 

II year 500 25000 50,000 50,000 5,000 25,000 170,000 
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Adult Literacy Radio Education 

Total 
 

No. of 

part time 

teachers 

No. of adult 

students 2 

groups per 

year 

Teaching 

costs 

Administrat

ion and 

materials 

cost 

Personnel Equipment 

III year 1000 50,000 180,000 75,000 5,000 25,000 285,000 

IV year 1700 85000 306,000 75,000 5,000 25,000 411,000 

V year 2500 125000 450,000 110,000 5,000 25,000 580000 

Total 6000 300000 1,080,000 350,000 25,000 150,000 1,605,000 

 

More than half of the costs for the first year available from U.S.O.M. 
17

  

 

 

The plan stipulates teacher‟s salaries as Rs. 45 per month for each 3 months course consisting 

of 65 periods of one hour each. 

 

The implementation actually began only after the program was turned over in 

September 1956 to the Bureau of Adult Education which had been recently opened as a 

branch of the College of Education. The Bureau took up the programs in terms of six months, 

that is twice a year. The immediate purpose of the adult education program was defined by the 

Bureau as to spread literacy among the adult mass to make them aware of the problems of the 

country, able to think in terms of their daily and remote needs of life, express freely and 

meaningfully and to practice the democratic ways of life.
18

 

 

After this two year‟s preparation, the actual classes began to be set up
19

. By the 

following June (1957) 179 classes were reported as open. Opening new classes was felt to be 

an arduous task and the difficulty was ascribed to the unavailability of trained teachers, the 

meager number of field organizers, and the shortage of educational materials.  

 

It is also reported that all the staff members and the four field organizers were given a 

short training course in the adult literacy program and the methods of using the material, 

charts, and other materials. A refresher course on the methods of teaching adults and using the 

materials was also given to the teachers. 

 

During the second year of the plan (1957-58) 346 classes were opened and 4,280 

illiterates were taught how to read. Arithmetic is reported as being taught only after a year of 

language instruction. 

 

In spite of the target for starting 600 new literacy classes, only 139 literacy classes 

were started this year (1958-59) due to the problem reported as „the lack of cooperation of the 

inspectors and sub-inspectors‟. Some more teaching materials were added to the total.
21

 

 

The following years of the Plan show a progressive deterioration of the program. 
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Teacher Training for adult education.
22

 

 

A Teacher Training Center opened in 1954 to run a training program for primary 

school teachers. The curriculum included methods in teaching adults. Several primary 

teachers and village social workers were recruited from six villages in Kathmandu and given 

refresher courses in adult education with special emphasis on methods of teaching. By 1955 

more than 500 teachers and field workers were reported as trained. 

 

The primary school teacher was recognized as the best qualified person in the 

community to promote interest in the literacy classes. Each trainee in the Training Centre was 

supposed to receive instruction and demonstrations and was encouraged to practice these 

skills on illiterate adults of their acquaintance. The method of teaching reading and writing is 

reported as being based on drill and practice. The teaching method is also reported as being 

the Laubach method. Each trainee was supposed to take with him one set of literacy materials 

from the training centers and to receive additional materials when a literacy class was 

established. 

 

Field organizers were entrusted with the job of supervising various adult education 

centers and of reporting to headquarters on top of organizing literacy classes. 

 

Radio Education 

 

The „School-of-the-Air‟ Education for adults from radio broadcasting, went into effect 

in Nepal on July 2, 1958. 125 radio sets together with 200 batteries and 125 loud speakers 

were distributed to different adult literacy classes. The Bureau had a modern sound-proof 

studio where scripts were taped and then sent out to Radio Nepal for broadcast. Adult literacy 

teachers were notified of the program schedules and were encouraged to have their students 

listen to the programs. 

 

However, very few centers had any access to the radio sets, and the radio receiving 

sets were distributed to village in and around the Kathmandu valley only. No provision was 

made for maintaining these sets and there was no further distribution of additional sets.
23

 The 

program was discontinued in 1960. 

 

Libraries 

 

There were no more than 150 libraries started between 1953-1961 in the whole 

country and these were seriously lacking in books and other reading materials. 

 

To conclude, during the First Five Year Plan period, the adult education program got 

off the ground in a vigorous way but deteriorated progressively towards the end. The College 

of Education Evaluation
24

 (1957) found that the period of training for the adult education 

teachers was very short and inadequate to give them any skill to educate adults and that the 

materials taught to them were not very comprehensive. Besides that, the course taught to the 

adults was found to be badly written. Wood and Knall also report that in 1961 the program 

lapsed. The literacy newspaper and other publication efforts were discontinued. They made 
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the following comments: „The adult literacy program during the past decade can only be 

described as „erratic‟…, the result has been wasteful as well ineffective in terms of the 

Commission‟s goal. The reason is said to be the lack of any follow up materials. 

 

Statistically speaking, instead of the proposed number of 100,000 adults to be made 

literate during the plan period and instead of the proposed 3,000 literacy classes only 47,950 

adults were made literate and only 1917 classes were opened. Instead of training 2,500 part 

time teachers, the actual number of teachers trained did not exceed 500. 

 

2.3 The Second Three Year Plan (1962/63-1964/65) 
 

The National Committee appointed in 1961 recommended that materials should be 

prepared for the new literates to prevent them from relapsing into illiteracy. It was also 

suggested that social organizers be appointed in each of the 75 districts and that special 

arrangements be made to educate the blind, deaf, dumb and otherwise physically handicapped 

persons. 

 

According to the Plan, 
25

 the target for the plan period was to teach more than 100,000 

adults in literacy and open 4,050 adult education centers. The duration of classes was also to 

be extended from 6 months to 9 months although it remained 6 months when actually 

implemented. 
26

 Nearly 2,000 teachers were to receive training in adult education methods. 

 

The Adult Education Section of the Government of Nepal in 1962 consisted of a Head, 

and assistant Head, and an assistant for women‟s classes plus supporting staff of 14 organizers 

(1 per zone). The Section Head, one women‟s worker and one field organizer were trained in 

the U.S. in 1961 and 1962 respectively. Over 50,000 copies of reading materials were 

distributed. Over 100 transistor radios equipped with extension loud-speakers were also 

distributed. The Section also broadcasted weekly programs over the radio. For women‟s 

classes 45 hand operated sewing machines were distributed. 
27 

 

In addition 75 supervisors were appointed to supervise adult education classes in each 

of the 75 districts. The Panchayats were also asked to organize literacy classes. 

 

The Unesco team
28

 in 1962 found that the several programs in adult education being 

administered by various ministries were not effectively coordinated. The team recommended 

that an Adult Education Coordinating Committee be established with representatives from 

several ministries and that a coordinator of Adult Education be appointed to develop a strong, 

unified and expanding program of adult education. They also recommended, among other 

things, that the literacy training be raised to 100,000 adults per year by 1970. 

 

During this plan period, 61,790 people were made literate falling short of the target by 

40%. Similarly, the number of classes opened did not exceed 2,500 as opposed to the target of 

above 4,000. No report as to teacher training is available. The total number of the adult 

population made literate since the inception of the program was estimated as about 100,000 

and the total number of classes as 4,700. 
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2.4 The Third Plan: Five Year Plan (1965/66-1969/70) 
 

During the third plan period, three kinds of adult education ran simultaneously: 

Literacy Classes, Adult Education Center, and Literacy Campaign. 

 

The Literacy Classes 

 

An adult literacy class of the first type ran for 9 months with a total of 260 hours of 

teaching. This program concentrated on the teaching of the three R‟s together with such 

diverse topics as health, agriculture, home science (for women only), cottage industry, social 

education, general knowledge, and finally, general science. 

 

Participants received free books, slates, pencils, and chalk at the outset of the program, 

which however had to be returned at the end. After the successful completion of the program, 

certificates were distributed to the participants. 

 

The Adult Education Center 

 

An Adult Education Center, of the second type ran programs for the new literates, 

after the recognition of the fact that if there were no follow up programs for the recently 

acquired skills the adults would forget them. This program was further subdivided into: 

Literacy Classes – organized the same way as the literacy program of the first type, and After-

literacy Classes which ran the whole year round and was for the development of the skills 

acquired by the adults through any Literacy Classes. An adult who had passed through the 

program successfully was considered equivalent to a fifth grader in the formal school system. 

  

The subjects taught under this program were: agriculture, community work, animal 

husbandry, home management, and health. Debates, seminars, acting, singing, and other short 

term projects for villages were organized under what was called an Auxiliary Program. 

 

This particular program was required to have a library as a compulsory feature. 

Another requirement was that if both types of program were given one should be for men and 

the other for women. 

 

The Literacy Campaign 

 

The Literacy Campaign, the third type had as its general objectives, the eradication of 

illiteracy from the whole of Nepal, and as its specific objectives, the making of all illiterate 

people between 14 and 45 years of age from a certain selected zone, district, village 

Panchayat, or such limited area, literate over a definite time period. 
29

 

 

 The first step in the organization of a class under the Literacy Campaigns was the 

selection of members for a management committee followed by the selection of volunteer 

teachers. A section supplying statistics of illiteracy in the areas was set up side by side. Then 

literacy classes were opened, ideally one in each ward, the further subunit of a village 

panchayat. The participating adults in the areas were selected from the 14-45 age groups 
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although anybody above 45 years of age was allowed to join. Books, slates, lanterns were 

distributed free at the outset of the program and has to be returned at the end. 

 

 Hamro Desh 
30

 was the textbook used in the program. A booklet contained a teaching 

plan for the whole literacy period. Writing skill (of name and address) combines with reading 

after which arithmetic has to be taken up. The textbook is divided up into lessons for each 

month. The writer claims, „if teaching is taken up strictly according to the syllabus an adult 

will be able not only to read, write, and do simple arithmetic for practical purpose within 6 

months but he will also be able to read a newspaper. 
31

 

 

 The radio continued to give programs for the literacy students, these included poems, 

short stories, comedy, agriculture, science, and general knowledge. 

 

These booklets take considerable time talking about the problems that are likely to be 

faced organizing a literacy campaign. These problems are the same as today. 

 

According to a report, 
32

 during this plan period nearly 500 literacy classes were given 

in the country and about 91,000 adults were made literate. The target for the adult number to 

be made literate was 250,000. Quantitatively, this plan period was thus a 50% failure. The 

report also says that 2, 595 teachers were given adult education teacher training. One 16 mm. 

filmstrip with „Village Development‟ as its title was also made. 1.6% of the total education 

budget was spent on adult education. Different class and Panchayat organizations participated. 

 

2.5 The Fourth Plan: National Education System Plan (1971-76) 
 

A more detailed report on the Fourth Plan appears in the next chapter. Out of the 

proposed target of covering 500,000 adults during the whole five years (100,000 per year), the 

number of adults reported to have been made literate is about 263,000, short by nearly 50% of 

the goal. Functional Adult Education was innovated for the country during this plan period. 

On paper, about 2,000 literacy centers were given. 

 

2.6 The Fifth Plan (1975-80) 
 

The Educational Programs in the Fifth Plan (1975-80)
33

 envisage two types of adult 

education: (a) Adult Literacy Programme with a target of imparting literacy to 600,000 adults 

during the plan period, and (b) Work Oriented Adult Education Programme to impart relevant 

knowledge and skills to adults so as to enable them to contribute to local developmental 

activities‟ and to be conducted by the vocational higher secondary schools in coordination 

with the various extension activities of His Majesty‟s Government. It is also said that a 

coordination committee at the central level would be established for this purpose. 

 

The budget allocated for the five years is Rs. 17,500,000. 

 

Recently, The World Education N.Y., and HMG have jointly taken up the work of 

adult literacy to continue for three years under what is called „Non-formal Education for Rural 

Development‟. AEO is also continuing to do its work simultaneously. 
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2.7 Summary 
 

Altogether more than 500,000 illiterate adults are claimed to have been made literate 

through different adult education programs organized so far in the country. The target for the 

next five year plan period is to reach 600,000 adult illiterates. It is interesting to note here that 

within none of the above plan periods has the target been reached. The following table will 

show that the first plan ran short by 54% of the goal; the second plan was a 30% failure, the 

third plan 64% and the fourth plan a 57% failure. 
34

 

 

Target vs. real achievement 

 

 Period 

 I Plan II Plan III Plan IV Plan 

Number of illiterate adults 

to be made literate 

100,000 100,000 250,000 600,000 

Real Number of adults 

made literate 

46,000 79,786 91,189 263,272 
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3. ORGANIZATION OF CURRENT ADULT EDUCATION 
 

3.1 The Ministry of Education 
 

Following the promulgation of the Shiksha Ain,
1
 there are two types of adult 

education organized at present in the country: a Literacy Extension Programme (LEP) and 

Functional Adult Education Programme (FAEP). The Adult Education Section of the Ministry 

of Education organizes all of the LEP. Primary Schools in the main and several other 

organizations such as the NWO, Ex-military Servicemen‟s Organization, Factories, and Jails 

receive quotas to run the LEPs. For FAEP the ministries of Health, Agriculture, and Home 

Panchayat together with the Ministry of Education combine in organizing the program. 

 

Apart from the AES, the Educational Research Unit of the Ministry of Education is 

organizing an experimental literacy program in Lahachowk and the Swiss Association for 

Technical Assistance (SATA) is trying out a literacy project in Sindhupalchowk. 

 

Other bodies which are doing work connected with adult education as support to the 

AES are Janak Education Materials and the Curriculum Development Centre of the HMG. 

The Women‟s Training School of the Panchayat Ministry is also marginally concerned with 

literacy. UNICEF has prepared a diary for new literates. 

 

At policy level, as opposed to the implementation level, there is a Co-ordinating 

Committee
2,
 consisting of a Planning Commission member as Chairman and Secretaries of 

the Ministries of Education, Home Panchayat, Health and Agriculture as members. This 

committee decides adult education policy and passes its decisions to a Working Committee 

the Chairman of which is a Secretary of the Ministry of Education. This Working Committee 

prepares the working level flow and program for effective implementation through the adult 

education section of the Ministry of Education. 

 

The above may be summarized as follows: 

 

Adult Education Programme 

 
Co-ordinating Committee 

Working Committee 

Literacy Extension Programme 

Adult Education Section, HMG 

Primary Schools 

Women‟s Organization 

Ex-military Servicemen‟s Organization 

Youth Organization, Jails, National 

Development Service, Primary Schools 

Functional Adult Education 

Adult Education Section, HMG 

Ministry of Health, HMG 

Ministry of Agriculture, HMG 

Ministry of Home and Panchayat, HMG 

Vocational Secondary Schools 
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Experimental Projects 

 

Research Unit, Ministry of Education, in Lahachowk. 

SATA in Sindhupalchowk 

 

Other Institutes concerned – mainly with materials  

Janak Education Materials Production Centre 

Curriculum Development Centre, HMG 

UNICEF 

 

3.1.1 Literacy Extension Programme (LEP) 

 

All LEPs are organized and administered by the AES of the Ministry of Education. 

The AES sends instructions and materials to all DEOs in the country, a total of 75, through 

the Regional Directorate, of which there are 4. The DEOs are in charge of organizing and 

implementing literacy courses in their districts. In theory they do so mainly by having primary 

school supervisors select schools which have willing and suitable teachers to run courses. 

Primary school teachers usually give the courses. The total number of teachers per annum is 

roughly 5,000, that is, there are around 60 to 65 courses run in each district, sometimes more, 

sometimes less. A considerable number of National Development Service (NDS)
3
 students 

also teach literacy courses. Teachers or the Panchayats and the willing organizations in turn 

find the illiterate adults to join the course. Since there are supposed to be 20 adults for one 

course, that is, for one teacher, the total number of students attending literacy classes in one 

year should be around 100,000, which was the target until recently. New term „quota‟ is used 

to mean one course of 20 students taught by a teacher. 

 

The above may be set out as follows: 

 

Literacy Extension Programme (adult literacy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adult Education Section, Ministry of Education 

Regional Directorate 

District Education Office 

School Supervisors School Supervisors 

Primary School Teachers (Around 5,000) 

NDS Students 

Other Organizations 

Illiterate adults (around 100,000) 
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Teaching Materials 

 

The teaching materials sent out are copies of the textbook Hamro Pustak, enough for 

each student and teacher. The textbook, however, is required to be returned to the DEO at the 

completion of each program. No other teaching materials are officially provided. 

 

Financing for each quota 

 

For each quota the teacher is paid Rs. 200/- as salary for the duration of the course. 

This payment has to be collected from the DEO at the completion of the course which has to 

be validated by the Supervisor and by the production of the attendance register. 

 

For each quota there is an allowance of Rs. 50/- to cover the cost of teaching materials 

such as chalk and black board and kerosene for light. This allowance has to be collected by 

the teacher some time during the course after the supervisor has approved the program. 

 

Length and Place of Course 

 

Courses last six months and are given once a year. These are the months from Paush to 

Jestha, that is, from January to June. If the climate in a particular region is difficult during 

these months the course is given in other months. 

 

Classes are given in centers which are usually primary schools, for two hours six 

evenings a week Sunday through Friday. These centers may change from year to year 

depending on the availability of students and the suitability of teachers, Adult literacy centers 

are not required to be run in schools. They may ben run at any place convenient for the 

participants as well as the teachers. 

 

Classes are conducted in the evening or the morning. In theory, students are supposed 

to attend the classes for the full six months even if, in the opinion of the teacher, they have 

attained literacy. 

 

Teachers 

 

As noted above, teachers are selected by the DEO through the school supervisors. 

They are usually primary school teachers, but may be other teachers. As such, most, perhaps, 

have had primary teacher training, if not all. They receive no special training in adult 

education. A few may have received the 7 days training reported to have been given by the 

Ministry of Education up to 1970 before the NESP was introduced. 

 

A proportion of NDS students teach adult literacy. A very small part of the NDS 

training programs is devoted to preparation for teaching. 

 

The Total number of primary school teachers up to 2032 (1975/76) was 19,543 and of 

them only 7,873 had received training in primary school teaching methods. 
4
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Students 

 

The only official restriction on students is that they must be over 14 years of age and 

illiterate. 

 

Size of Classes 

 

Officially, the minimum number of adults required for a literacy class is 20. If there is 

only a small number enrolled at a center, the DEO has to decide whether or not the course 

should be given. 

 

Literacy Achievement Test 

 

There is no formal test. But teachers are expected to give a simple test which requires 

the student to write his name, village and district, to do simple addition and subtraction and to 

be able to read from the text book, Hamro Pustak. 

  

If a supervisor happens to visit a course at the end he may give some simple 

impromptu test in the three R‟s. 

 

Follow up Program 

 

There are no specific follow up programs for this course. There is no journal for the 

new literates. The Ministries of Health & Agriculture have produced certain information or 

propaganda booklets which might be considered follow up materials. 

 

Supervision 

 

The primary school supervisors are responsible for supervising adult literacy centers. 

These supervisors are allocated responsibility for all the primary schools of a certain area and 

it is their responsibility to supervise those adult classes which are being run in that area. A 

supervisor does not get any additional salary for this additional job. 

 

3.1.2 Functional Adult Education Programme (FAEP) 

 

Functional Adult Education in Nepal was introduced in Nepal during the New 

Educational System Plan (1971-76). The aim of this type of adult education is to impart to the 

adult population such knowledge, information and skills as may be of help to them in their 

daily life
5
. The program was an attempt to amalgamate the different programs run 

simultaneously by different ministries such as the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of 

Health, the Ministry of Home and Panchayat and channels them through the AES. Currently, 

there are two types of FAEP running in the country: Functional Adult Education for farmers 

and Functional Adult Education for women in home science. The Functional Adult Education 

in public health has not yet come off the ground although a primer and a teacher‟s handbook 

have been prepared. 
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Both types of adult education programs are conducted by the AES of the Education 

Ministry, working in cooperation with concerned ministries, departments, corporations, 

factories and other agencies connected with development work. The AES, as with the literacy 

extension program sends out a limited number of quotas to the District Education Office 

which in turn conducts the program in a vocational secondary school. The secondary school 

which receives a quota is required to have the subject (agriculture or home science) in its 

regular curriculum. 

 

Teachers 

 

When the vocational secondary school receives a quota the regular teacher of 

Agriculture or Home Science of the schools is assigned the job of organizing and teaching the 

course. If the quota is an agriculture type, the Junior Technical Assistant or a Junior 

Technician from the Agriculture Department working in the area is deputed to join the 

teacher. If it is a home science type, then the school teacher of home science is selected as the 

teacher with an additional teacher trained in drawing and weaving. These teachers are trained 

in their subjects and in how to teach these to secondary school students. They do not have any 

training in how to do the course with adults. 

 

Finance 

 

The monthly salary for each teacher is Rs. 75/-. The center receives Rs. 200/- for 

buying seeds, fertilizers, needles, cloth, thread etc. An additional sum of Rs. 200/- is also 

given to the training center for buying exercise books and pencils to be distributed among the 

adults. Agricultural tools and sewing machines are provided by the secondary schools where 

the program is held. 

 

Teaching Materials 

 

 The only textbook used for the agriculture type functional adult education is Krishi
6
. 

There is a handbook for teachers, provided only last year. 

 

 Janaswasthay
7
 is a textbook meant to be used in the public health type of functional 

adult education. There is a teacher‟s handbook. 

 

 Some information and propaganda materials published by the related ministry are used 

in the classes. There are no other materials provided officially by the Adult Education Section 

to any course. 

 

Students 

 

 Participating adults are supposed to be already literate. The number of adults allowed 

to join a course is 20. 
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Length of Course 

 

 Courses last ten months and are given once a year from the month of Paush (January). 

Courses are given either in the morning or in the evenings according to the local conditions, 

for two hours each day and six days a week. 

 

 These centers are required to be held at a secondary school and nowhere else because 

of the materials that are available only in the schools. 

 

Supervision 

 

 The secondary school supervisors are assigned the job of supervising functional adult 

education centers. They receive no extra payment for this job. 

 

Progress 

 

 The first functional adult education was of the agriculture type and was run in 1973 

(FY 2029/030) in the district of Kaski. 12 centers were opened in 12 schools and 120 adults 

(exactly 20 in each center) were reported to have gone through the program. 

 

 The following year there were 14 centers of the agriculture type in the districts of 

Kaski and Rupandehi. 18 centers were run in 1975 (FY 2032/033) in the districts of Chitawan, 

Saptari, Kaski, Rupandehi, and Banke. The Home Science type of adult education was started 

only last year. A total of 875 adults had been through these programs of both types. For the 

last year of the program 1976 the target population was 18,000. 

 

3.2 Other Literacy Organizations 
 

3.2.1 The Nepal Women’s Organization (NWO) 

 

Organization 

 

The Advisory Board of the Nepal Women‟s Organization (NWO), centered in 

Kathmandu, is in charge of literacy, together with three other projects. This board is in touch 

with the District Women‟s Organizations through their members who select the centers, 

teachers and the students. 

 

The Literacy Campaign 

 

The literacy work initiated by the NWO is called „Sakshayart Abhiyan‟
8
 or literacy 

campaign. Meant for women adults, these literacy classes are conducted by the NWO all over 

the country with the objectives that „the younger and older sisters in the villages would, 

instead of sitting idle, use their spare time to know how to read and write and be useful in the 

development of the country, home, and the society
9
. Since the introduction of the New 

Educational System Plan the NWO has stopped organizing literacy teaching itself and has 
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joined the system of the Ministry. It receives a specific number of „quotas‟ from the Ministry 

each year. 

 

The textbook, Hamro Pustak, is used. Teachers are paid Rs. 200/- plus Rs. 50/- for the 

incidentals and they receive no training as they had done in the past. There is no formal test of 

literacy and no evaluation. 

 

Teachers, however, are selected by the District Women‟s Organizations and are 

mostly primary school teachers, as under AES. 

 

Students have to be over 15 years of age. The ideal number in a class is set at 15. 10 is 

the minimum and the overall restriction on numbers is set by the money available, which is 

limited. 

 

Reportedly, women are encouraged to join literacy courses by members of the 

Women‟s Organizations who motivate by different methods, including house to house 

visiting. 

 

Attempts are being made to provide follow up materials. Booklets produced by the 

NWO for family planning information could be used as follow up materials. The NWO will 

also distribute the diary produced by the UNICEF. 

 

Awards 

 

The NWO itself received The Mohammad Reza Pahlavi honorable mention in 1969 

“for its remarkable work in favour of the literacy teaching of women and of their integration 

into the national effort for economic and social development”
10

 

 

The NWO organized a district wide competition every year and the Ratna Literacy 

Shield and a cash prize of Rs. 5,000 are given to the district which wins by making the highest 

number of women literate. 

 

Progress 

 

The NWO is reported to have made 15,000 women literate prior to the year 1971. It is 

reported to have made 10,000 adult women literate during 1972; another 10,000 in 1973; 

14,120 in 1974; and 11,900 in 1975. Altogether 61,020 women were made literate by NWO 

by 1975
11

. 

 

However, there have been noises of dissatisfaction with the accomplishments of 

NWO
12

. It has been doubted if the NWO has been as successful as it claims to have been. 

There have been signs of discomfort that perhaps NWO's claims are little better than those of 

the Ministry‟s. Our won field work, at least in one district, did not enable us to locate any of 

the 30 – add adult clames for women said to have been given the previous year not any one of 

the 600 women reported to have been made literate the same year. 
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3.2.2 The National Development Service (NDS)
13

 

 

NDS is a one year programme for graduate students of Tribhuvan University. 

Following the completion of their second semester, students are required to spend a year 

performing some services in the country. Among others, NDS students are required to give a 

literacy course for the adults of the area where they are posted. 

 

The usual practice is to receive a quota from the DEO. If no such quota is available, 

students are required to conduct the course on their own. If the quota is received from the 

DEO, and in most cases it is the usual finance of Rs. 250/- is then received along with free 

copies of the text book, Hamro Pustak. However, the amount received this way is usually 

reported to have been spent on paper and pencils for the participants. The NDS Students 

receive a fixed amount of money from NDS Office for their room and board each month. 

 

These students receive no additional directives in adult education. They are allowed to 

put out-of-school children together with the adults and give both groups literacy training. Out 

of 83 total training hours given before they are sent out, 21 hours are devoted to training in 

teaching methods. There are no separate hours for adult education teaching methods per se. 

 

Three batches of NDS students, 1006 in number, have already participated in the 

programme since its inception in 1974. The first batch, 212 in number, was not required to 

teach literacy. No statistics are available as to how many courses were given altogether and 

how many people given literacy skills. 

 

3.2.3 The Swiss Association for Technical Assistance (SATA)
14

 

 

HMG and SATA have jointly undertaken what could be called an experiment in adult 

education in Danda Pakhar, a village located in the district of Sindhupalchowk under the 

Integrated Hill Development Project (IHDP). 

 

The objectives of this literacy undertaking involve a systematic establishment of a 

„literate environment‟ to support, extend and improve adult education by the training of 

teachers and the organization of different kinds of courses such as: 

 

Courses for Literacy and Numeracy: 

 

 Courses aiming at general functional knowledge and skills to meet the people‟s need 

of this region in raising a family, operating a household, earning a living and 

participating in public life. 

 Courses aiming at specific functional knowledge and skills in connection with the 

Project activities and in order to enable the people to earn their living in their own 

region. 

 

Some other objectives include promotion or various kinds of institutions or activities, 

which give people a chance to use literacy and to develop and extend their basic education. 
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Three classes have already been given in which altogether 37 adults received literacy. 

Two-third of the participants came from the major ethnic group in the area, the Tamangs, and 

most of them have had their employment with IHDP run projects in the area. 

 

The total number of staff members was 5, three of whom were instructors, one material 

preparator, and one general supervisor and advisor. All instructors were matriculates and their 

pay ranged from Rs. 275 to 350 per month. All of them received two weeks training. All 

members of the group met each day prior to the class to discuss and plan the next lesson. 

 

Among other sensible aspects of the program materials were prepared using key words 

and key concepts used in the locality, and these were carefully graded. An illustrator worked 

for three months before the illustrations were finally printed. The curriculum itself was 

integrated into the total IHDP program in the area so that when these programs reached the 

people they would already have some concept about the program, and so that the project 

would serve as a follow-up program. 

 

The experiment gives an impression of a well-organized and well-conceived project. 

The creation of a „literate environment‟ is an innovative and useful concept. It helps motivate 

the adults to desire literacy and gives practice to those who are already literate. So far, 

subscriptions have been made to some Nepali newspapers, wall newspapers and being set up, 

a newsletter will soon appear, bookselling will soon start simple calendars and noticeboards 

will begin to appear in the villages, all of which is expected to contribute towards the creation 

of a „literate atmosphere‟. 

 

3.2.4 Lahachowk Experiment 

 

Lahachowk is a village 7 miles North West of Pokhara where an experiment in literacy 

work by the Ministry of Education, Research Unit, under the direction of Dr. Prem Kumar 

Kasaju is going on. 

  

The goal is complete eradication of illiteracy from this village of 9 wards where 73% 

of the adult population is completely illiterate and 57% of the school going children between 

the age of 6 and 8 years do not go to school. 

 

The program started last year. Classes meet twice a day for one and half hours each 

session. The evening program is for women. 42 women have joined the first course. Evening 

classes are also run form males, both illiterates and semi-literates. The morning shift is for 

children who number 35 for the first year. 

 

What is innovative about the Lahachowk literacy experiment is its curriculum. The 

curriculum is continuing. The staff members collect materials and compile them in 

Kathmandu for use for the next cycle. Teaching topics and materials are improvised according 

to the needs of the locality. For example, if a child is found to have burnt itself the previous 

evening, the topic for the day would be the problem of burning. In this way it is hoped to keep 

adults motivated to join the course and continue with it. Local materials are produced and 

used in the class room. Periodic demonstrations of these are made. 
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Teachers are paid the same amount as the teachers of Functional adult education that is 

Rs. 75/- per month. However, these teachers have no training in adult education methods. 

There is a teacher supervisor. 
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4. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS REPORTS 
 

4.1 The Reports 
 

A number of reports on adult education have appeared over the past few years. These 

publications contribute significantly towards highlighting the problems of the programs, and 

we will, therefore, present a brief summary of the findings of these reports, some of which 

contain evaluation. We are considering the following publications: 
 

1. “Workshop Seminar on Functional Adult Education 1974 – A short Report.” In 

Unesco Bulletin vol. VII no. 2, March 1975. This is a report of a seminar held from 

18
th

 March to 7
th

 April, 1974, under the auspices of the AES with the assistance of 

UNESCO. 

2. “Report on National Field Operational Seminar for the Training of Literacy Workers” 

conducted by the AES in collaboration with UNESCO, February 18, 1976. 

3. “A Study of Non-formal Education in Bhadrabas Village Panchayat” by Sharda Prasad 

Dahal and Kapil Prasad Bhattarai (duplicated). 

4. “Karyamulak Proudha Shikshya, Adhyan Pratibedan, 2031”. Education Minstry, 

Keshar Mahal. 

5. “Proudha Shikshya Karyakram ko Mulyankan Adhayan” by Shrestha, S.K. and L.B. 

Belbase. Kathmandu: Rastriya Shikashya Samitiko Karyalaya, Singh Darbar 2030. 

6. The Adult Education Supervisors Seminar organized by Regional Directorate and held 

in Kathmandu in November, 1976. This is an informally put together report of a 

seminar attended by the present researchers. 

7. Apart from these relatively recent publications, some portions of earlier publications 

like the following also contribute to the understanding of the problems. 

8. “Hijo, Aja, Bholi” by Kananlal Sharma. HMG, Ministry of Education, 2024. p. 11-12. 

9. “The Development of Education in Nepal” by Hugh Wood, 1965. p. 67. 

10. “Evaluation of College of Education.” Bureau of Research. 1957. p. 11. 

 

The problems noted in these earlier reports are much the same as those in the later 

reports. 
 

In the rest of this chapter footnotes reference to these nine reports which are referred to 

by their number are enclosed in brackets. 

 

4.2 Summary 
 

Teachers 

 

(a) There is unanimity in all reports that adult literacy teachers need special training
1
. 

Since some adult education teachers are not highly educated themselves
2
 it is all the more 
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vital to prepare them in relation to the specialized text books and the special situation of the 

adults. 

 

According to the Shrestha and Belbase report, literacy teachers are found to range in 

their qualification from lower secondary students to B.A. equivalent. The teachers, if trained 

at all, were trained in adult education from 6-15 days only. A high percentage of the 

interviewed teachers responded that the training was insufficient for the profession. Shrestha 

and Belbase also point out that the teachers were taken aback when asked about the teaching 

methods, since they had never heard of such a thing. 

 

(b) The teaching by NDS students has been experienced as the most successful
3
. They 

themselves, however, feel the need for a full training in adult teaching.
4
 

  

(c) The salary of Rs. 200/- per quota, that is, for teaching approximately 20 students 

for 6 months, is reported as far too low by the teachers and this is supported by others.
5
 

Equally, there are no other incentives for teachers to teach adult literacy. 
6
  

 

(d) The number of adult literacy teachers is felt to be too low for the number of quotas 

available. 
7
 

 

(e) For functional adult education in agriculture, the teachers are trained in the subject. 

However, some teachers have felt their training inadequate for teaching adults.
8
 

 

Students 

 

a. Lack of motivation is unanimously given as a major problem. 9 

 

b. Lack of regular attendance is stated as being due to the following reasons; 

 

Household and farm work Fatigue 

Teachers personality Lack of publicity 

Economic Problems Lack of pen and papers 

Insufficient reading materials Thwarted expectations 
10

 

 

c. Amongst a group of farmers who had participated in FAEP in a survey, 56.32% 

reported that their chief sources of information were radio, agriculture specialists, and other, 

and not FAEP itself. 
11

 

 

d. Contrary to policy, illiterate adults, too, were allowed to join the functional literacy 

classes. They had the disadvantage that they could not refer to the text book. On the other 

hand, if literates only had been allowed to join the class, the target of 20 students would not 

have been reached. 
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e. The agricultural population of the country clings to their traditional methods in 

agriculture in spite of their knowledge of the modern methods. The reasons are partly the 

unavailability of chemical fertilizers and of ready agricultural counseling. 
12

 
 

Materials 
 

a. It is constantly and unanimously reported that support materials for teaching are 

totally inadequate. These are: 

 

i. Lanterns and kerosene necessary for evening classes. The present sum of Rs. 50/- 

allocated for each quota to cover these expenses is insufficient. 
13

 

ii. Lack of blackboards, dusters, exercise books. 
14

 

iii. Lack of teaching aids, e.g. flash cards, charts. 
15

 

iv. Lack of materials for functional literacy also prevented classes from running 

effectively. 16 
 

b. Too many quotas are made available when there are not enough books to supply to 

these centers. The system of distribution is faulty. The DEO is inefficient in supplying the 

books so often the text book lies gathering dust at the DEO‟s stores. 
17

 
 

Text book and curriculum 
 

A. LEP 
 

It is reported that curriculum and text books are not in tune with the needs and interests 

of the adults.
18

 “It would be more relevant to include agriculture, health, cottage industry and 

family planning in the literacy programme”.
19

 In general, a need for textbooks containing 

information about vocational and practical areas was felt.
20

 

 

B. FAEP. 
 

The textbook for agriculture contains too many technical words and not enough 

illustrations. Teachers generally felt the necessity of lowering the standard of the textbook. 

 

Follow-up materials 
 

It is reported that new literates relapsed into illiteracy because there was no follow-up 

program and that provision for a follow-up program is essential.
21

 In Bhadrabas Adarsh 

Village Panchayat 3% of the illiterates were made literate. But on checking after about eight 

years, it was found that most of them had relapsed into illiteracy. The reason is ascribed to the 

lack of any follow-up program. Though pamphlets and journals have been produced and 

distributed it is not known how much they have been used.
22

 
 

Supervision 

 

Literacy programs were said to have been ineffective due to the lack of supervision.
23

 

Supervisors have felt pressure from the public and from officials and have had to declare 

centers running smoothly when they knew to the contrary.
24
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Miscellaneous 

 

Language: Tamangs Nepali is not good enough. The whole program faces problems 

when the subjects to be taught are not Nepali mother tongue speakers.
25

 In Rupandehi, where 

FAEP for farmers was held, the national language was a problem to the non-native speakers.
26

 

 

Administrative Difficulties 
27

 

 

a. Incidental (Rs. 50/- per course) is given either at the end of the program in a sum or 

in advance to the teacher in parts. The teachers are, therefore, forced to spend their own 

money in advance and then get reimbursed by the office later on which involves going 

constantly to the DEO wasting a lot of time and energy. 

 

b. The supervisor has no trust in the teachers; the DEO has none in the supervisors. 

The result is embarrassing and the teacher is somewhere in between. 

 

c. There is total confusion in the distribution of quotas. The DEO does not know 

where the centers are located and supervisors do not know about the centers until several 

months have passed when they are asked to find these schools and make reports on them. The 

supervisors feel the need for proper planning before the quotas are distributed. 

 

d. The system demands a full 6 months course even though the course for adult 

education is always completed before six months elapse. A clear definition of literacy 

achievement is needed so that after the achievement of this, the participants are not required 

to run the complete time schedule. 

 

e. The Supervisors have often found different sets of students when they visit the same 

course twice. 

 

Community Participation 

 

a. The seminar also pointed out that there was a lack of cooperation from the local 

panchayats. There were no publicity measures, no posters, radio programs, and bulletin. 

 

The summary of the reports, investigations, and evaluations above shows some of the 

problems in adult education in Nepal rather succinctly. In our own experiences, we have 

found them generally true, although the validity of some of these reports may be questioned. 

These reports, like Shrestha and Belbase‟s, the National Field Operational Seminar report, 

Karyamulak Proudha Shiksha Adhyayan, tend to give the impression that adult education 

centers are readily available for the investigator when he goes out to find them. In these 

reports interviews are generally conducted with teachers and some with students. Shrestha and 

Belbase‟s have conduted theirs mostly with teachers. 

According to our own experience, it is extremely rare to come across any adult 

education center running at all if the name of the center is simply selected from the DEO‟s list 

and visited at the appropriate time without prior warning. We did not find a single center that 

was on our list operating regularly. So it has to be assumed that the research groups give 
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advance notice to the teachers to warn them they were not being visited at a certain data and 

time. This would allow the teacher to assemble appropriate students and prepare a grand 

show. If this is the case, and from our experience we had no other explanation, then the 

findings of the reports are immediately invalidated to a certain extent. 
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5. REPORT ON FIELD WORK 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter contains the findings of our field work mainly in the districts of Kavre, 

Bhojpur, and Dhankuta, together with information from discussions, formal and informal, 

with many persons connected directly or indirectly with adult education:  DEOs, teachers, 

administrators. Minor inquiries were also made in Dandheldhura and Kathmandu. There are 

no statistics and no „scientific facts‟ for reasons given in the introduction. Names of persons 

and places have deliberately been omitted, since we believe that individuals are not 

responsible for the failure of adult education that we have found. Also many people spoke 

freely only on the understanding that their names would not be quoted. The Dandheldura and 

Kathmandu enquiries can be disposed of quickly. Dandheldhura was visited at the end of 

February. No adult literacy classes at all were being held there because, firstly, no books 

(Hamro Pustak) had been received by the DEO, even though classes should have started six 

weeks previously. Secondly, very few people could be found who were willing to have any 

literacy training and equally few teachers willing to take a quota. Thirdly, many people in the 

area were still away in the Tarai. The only place within a day‟s walk of the DEO where a 

class was said to have been held the previous year was the jail. Hoping to find a few new 

literates there and use a carefully prepared literacy test and other instruments an inquiry was 

made at the jail. It was found that the last of the previous year‟s prisoners had been released 

that morning and with him went the last hope, therefore, of locating a new literate. 

 

Kathmandu was not selected as a field district. But following the negative results in 

the 3 field work districts, as a last and forlorn hope of observing a literacy class in operation, 

13 centers were haphazardly selected in Kathmandu. It was found that not one of them was 

running a class. There was no more time available to go to any of the other centers listed. 

 

5.2 The Literacy Extension Programme (LEP) 
 

What follows now is an account of the findings of our field work and discussion. The 

procedure followed in our field work was more a series of improvisations according to the 

place where we were working than a strict methodology. We would first go to the DEO and 

obtain all available data on adult literacy classes of the previous two years and the current 

year. This included the list of names of participants of centers selected for thorough 

investigation. We would then find a local person who was willing to tell us the truth, in most 

cases someone whom we ourselves knew very well, since we had selected field work areas in 

which we had strong personal contacts
1
. He would know the teachers and most, if not all, the 

people whose names were on the list as adult students. Our informants usually told us there 

was no class running currently and that there had been none in previous years. For 

confirmation, however, we went door to door to try and find the people listed for past years. 

 

We could not expect to meet everybody on each list so we used secondary information 

from relatives of to so-called participants. We also met members of the school board and 

chatted with people in village tea-stalls and Chautaras. 
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In order to check on current classes, we found out the place and time of classes, 

informed no one of our impending visit and simply went to the center. Our findings were in 

all cases confirmed by our local informants - classes were not being held, or if held, not more 

than the first month in all cases. 

 

Our experiences also began to tell us that meeting the teacher was the worst beginning. 

Nothing could take you further from the realities of adult education than the teachers 

themselves. Next in order were usually the village Pradhan Panchas and secretaries, for they 

know what was going on, or not going on, and they naturally wanted to protect the teacher. 

 

We found that our best source of information was school teachers personally known to 

us. Knowing them was essential. In order to speak freely they had to have complete trust in 

us, since they had to continue living side by side, as it were, with the adult education teacher. 

 

We shall now try to show what actually takes place. A certain amount of money worth 

a certain number of quotas is received by the DEO from AES. The DEO has to distribute 

these quotas, since, if he does not, he is in danger of being accused of inefficiency or 

irresponsibility. So he distributes them to school teachers, various organizational (e.g. 

Women‟s Organization), and anyone else who claims to be able to give a class i.e. has 20 

interested students and is capable of teaching. Very often a school supervisor finds the 

teacher. Very often the DEO is not really interested in adult education, either because he is 

well aware that it can not be effective with the present system and under prevailing 

conditions, or because he finds it valueless under any circumstances. We came across one 

DEO who did not even find it necessary to keep and account of how the adult education 

money was spent. The DEO is usually unaware of which areas under his jurisdiction need 

most attention, how much is already invested in one particular area and usually has no idea of 

the teacher-recipient‟s background. 

 

The person, who applies for a quota, in several cases a number of quotas, is usually not 

interested in making anyone literate. He takes it because it is there and because it offers a 

small remuneration at the end. Then he returns to his village. In exceptional cases, he 

assembles some people to give them some literacy classes, which may, at best, last a month or 

two. Mostly no class is run at all. In these cases, if a supervisor comes around to inspect the 

class, the teacher gets prior warning and is often able to assemble for the occasion a 

miscellaneous group of people to act as participants. 

 

At the end of the stipulated six months (during the month of June), the teacher, that is 

quota recipient, goes to the DEO with a list of people he claims to have made literate. These 

names usually lack accompanying details, and adequate address, age, etc and are as 

ambiguous and anonymous as possible. 

 

In our field work where we checked listed participants we found that the names belong 

mainly to people who were either: 

 

(a) Not living in that locality any longer. 

(b) Attending lower secondary school. 
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(c) Already literate (these were usually pahchayat members who had acquired literacy 

skills years ago). 

(d) Listed as repeating the course every year (usually in the jail). 

(e) Not adults (15+). 

(f) Or dead. 

 

Upon receipt of the list the teacher is paid. We found a few cases in which lists of 

registered students were not required by the DEO and the teacher was paid without them. 

 

The number of so-called participants is then sent by the DEOs to the AES of the 

Ministry of Education and these are the figures used in calculating the number of new adult 

literates. 

 

Participants 

 

Most of the few participants going to adult education centers are not adults. There is 

not much motivation for learning to read and write among adults. They do not seem to 

consider that reading and writing is really important. They think they are too old now to get 

any benefits from education itself. They see no difference between „black letters and black 

water buffalos‟: both have the same value. To them ploughing their field is more important 

for their livelihood than reading. They ask literally if education brings light in the eyes. 

 

There is considerable stigma against women going to attend any school. People still 

consider that education makes a woman a whore.  Majority of women cannot come to any 

adult education centers because of the problem of child marriage. As soon as a girl is married, 

she becomes a daughter-in-law and subsequently loses her privileges. If there is an illiterate 

daughter and an illiterate daughter-in-law in two same houses, the daughter has better chance 

to going to school than the daughter-in-law. 

 

Among the adults, we found that the best motivation for learning to read and write 

exists among illiterate business people. One DEO reported to us that the people of Manang 

paid additional sums of money to the teacher for teaching them the skills of reading and 

writing. 

 

Some villages seem to have greater motivation to educate themselves than others. For 

example, a Rai or Gurung village with a high number of ex-military people is highly 

motivated for adult and other forms of education. 

 

The majority of participants in adult education centers consist of non-adults, of 

children who cannot go to school during the day time, and of younger adults, that is people of 

roughly the 15-25 age group who had to drop out of school for some reason. The NDS 

experiences prove this fact. This has some implications.  The most motivated for learning are 

these people, and one of the good things about adult education is that it has adjusted these 

people to the classes. However, there are some natural frustations, mainly because the 

curriculum is not designed for them. In order to help these people, some teachers are found to 

have taken their own initiative in teaching them to learn to write the Roman script because 
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they want to learn it. If the majority of participants in our LEP comes from this group, the 

curriculum needs to be changed, not to talk of methods. It seems that this points towards the 

need for a continuing non-formal sort of education which is more than just pure literacy 

teaching. 

 

Teachers 

 

Since most of the adult education teachers are primary school teachers, this has added 

to the difficulties by imposing, of necessity, the problems of primary education on to the adult 

education. It could be argued first if the primary school teachers are exactly the right model. 

 

Apart from the fact, as shown in the above summaries, that the primary school teachers 

seem to know nothing about adult teaching techniques, not all the adult teachers are always 

pulled out of this group. In jails usually one of the prisoners who can decipher Roman letters 

is selected to be the teacher. In some cases, a primary school child is allowed to teach. In one 

case, when the center was initiated, at the beginning the most literate among the participating 

children was chosen us the teacher and the primary school teacher himself simply never 

turned up for the class. 

 

At the other extreme are the highly educated NDS students. However, they too receive 

no training in teaching literacy. 

 

Local Participation 

 

One of the reports above has shown that there is no local participation in the 

popularization of adult education. We found several cases in which even the Pradhan Pancha 

did not know of the existence of the center and opinion was divided among the Panchayat 

Members as to its existence. 

 

It seems that the Panchayats are kept out of adult education largely because it is given 

free. This is mostly a deal between the DEO and the primary school teacher. The teacher does 

not feel himself responsible to the village and the villagers. The Panchayat in its turn cannot 

exert any pressure largely because it thinks it would be a sheer imposition, for it is in no way 

involved itself. One Pradhan Pancha put it succiently when he said that he felt the Panchayat‟s 

wheel „punctured‟ as far as its efficiency in being operative in adult education was concerned. 

 

5.3 Functional Adult Education Programme (FAEP) 
 

 Out of the two types of functional adult education running in the country, i.e. the 

agriculture and home science types, two agricultural centers and one home science center 

were observed in the districts of Kavre, Bhojpur, and Dhankuta. What follows again is an 

impressionistic report based on our interviews with the teachers. It should also be pointed out 

that the summaries of reports above pertain to functional adult education programs also and 

something about FAEP has already been pointed out. 
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Most of the problems of administration, teachers, and adult students are of the same 

nature as LEP. As in the LEP program, the DEO usually disposes of his quota whether or not 

the teacher and the school see the need for it and whether or not participants are readily 

available. One of the vocational secondary schools which teaches the same subject as is 

available for a quota (agriculture or home science) is thrust upon the job. 

 

As a result these centers too do not run very regularly. It is difficult for the teacher to 

find enough interested farmers and, even when he does, the course, which is officially 

required to run for ten months, is too long. It cuts right through the season when the farmer-

students mostly go to the fields to work. 

 

Another constraint for admitting the farmers is that the person must be literate. If an 

illiterate farmer is admitted then he cannot refer to the text book and he is at odds with the 

others who can already. A different session for the illiterate ones will then have to be 

managed. On the other hand, if literate ones are not admitted the number is too low. 

 

There are various reasons the farmers are not interested in FAEP. Basically, there is no 

motivational push from the program itself. The only recourse for a teacher is then to go to 

each doors and ask the prospective candidates to attend the school. This is a mistake. The 

farmers do not want to be schooled because, quite understandably, they do not feel the need to 

learn anything new. They have managed their fields and lives in their own ways up till now 

and when somebody usually a mere youth down the street, requests them to enroll to learn 

about agriculture from him, they naturally feel embarrassed. 

 

This gets to be more complicated when the department of agriculture has already 

involved itself in some ways with the farmers and FAEP has to move in. FAEP then 

sometimes has the additional burden of having to fight the misconceived ideas about 

agricultural innovations and the like generated from earlier agricultural programs. Even if 

there are some willing farmers, the fact that materials such as chemical fertilizers and 

improved seeds are in short supply, makes the course somewhat meaningless and purely 

theoretical.  

 

Lack of JTA’s assistance 

 

Theoretically, a Junior Technical Assistant who has had training in agriculture and is 

an employee of the Agriculture Ministry is required to be one of the members of the teaching 

team. However, in practice, we did not find the JTAs working with the teacher of the school. 

The „classic role of inter- ministerial co-ordination‟ (the „inter-ministerial structure‟ given „to 

the literacy policy‟) so highly lauded by UNESCO in the Nepali FAEP
2
 does not seem to 

exist. 

 

Supervisors 

 

The secondary vocational school supervisors are assigned the job of doing regular 

inspection. As in LEP the supervisors are unpaid and feel it is as an additional burden, which 

they inevitably set aside as marginal. 
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Textbook 

According to the teachers of FAEP for farmers, the text book (Krishi) is not a very 

useful book. There is no grading of materials and language. A superficial look through the 

book will show that there are too many foreign words, mostly in English. Scientific 

vocabulary is kept to the maximum. The textbook also uses units of measurements which are 

foreign to the farmers. This has added to more complications. One teacher did actually 

suggest that the tenth grade students of agriculture should use the book. He thought that the 

book was harder to read and more comprehensive than a similar text book prescribed for the 

tenth grade of a secondary school. 

 

The textbook for the farmers program was not supplied for the last year at all. About a 

month after the program was scheduled to begin only the teacher‟s handbook was made 

available. 

 

Lack of Supporting Materials 

 

Farmers are given FAEP classes using one textbook only. A teacher may use some 

materials, if available, such as pamphlets and posters produced by the Ministry of Agriculture. 

These pamphlets are usually found not very useful and not adequate in number. In any case, 

no supply of such follow up materials is made by the AES. 

 

Even though the vocational school in which the program is run is supposed to supply 

the required materials such as fertilizers, insecticides, improved seeds, the schools have 

experienced shortages of these materials. The FAEP itself does not receive any of these, even 

for sample demonstration. 

 

In conclusion FAEP suffers from a lack of motivation in teachers, participants, and 

sponsoring schools resulting in irregularities in conducting the program. There is no co-

ordination between the school teacher and the JTA and the textbook is far from useful to the 

farmers. 
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6. COMMENTS 
 

6.1 The Nepal National Education Planning Commission’s Report: A false start 
 

The Nepal National Education Planning Commission‟s Report
1
, basing itself on the 

„three types of incentives‟ started with false assumptions and unreal expectations which have 

undermined our national adult education program from the very beginning. The Report‟s 

recommendations for adult literacy in the country were based on the following „three types of 

incentives that attract adult population to literacy:‟ 

 

1. They themselves feel the need of learning. 

2. They realize that ignorance and illiteracy are degrading in their social life. 

3. They recognize and appreciate their duties and responsibilities as enlightened 

citizens of democracy. 

 

The past twenty years‟ experience of national adult education in Nepal has amply 

demonstrated the error of these assumptions, for if they had been correct there would have 

been enough motivation on the part of the illiterate adults to join literacy centers which, 

however, is precisely what has not happened. In other words, „they‟ do not feel the need of 

learning as naturally as we would like to believe that they do. Moreover, the illiterate adults‟ 

need in respect of learning may not necessarily be the same as ours. Similarly, „they‟ do not 

think that they are ignorant and that literacy is important and that there is any correlation 

between illiteracy, ignorance, and degradation. Lastly, „they‟ also do not recognize and 

understand what democracy is and what is really meant by carrying out the duties and 

responsibilities of an enlightened citizenship. 

 

In the second place, one also notices in the above extract that some sort of a 

dichotomous group between the giver and receiver, the definer and defined is being 

established. The giver is a body of educated-elite, the government, or democracy, which 

thinks that literacy, as something that they have themselves acquired and profited from, is a 

highly desirable commodity and that is should be given to those who have not had the 

privilege of obtaining it, to those who are „ignorant‟, „degraded‟, and who do not fulfill „their 

duties and responsibilities and enlightened citizens of democracy‟. 

 

This dichotomy is highly undesirable for this is what has separated the literate elites 

and the illiterate mass and helped to cause so much failure with adult education. When a 

group defines the other group as lacking in any learning, as ignorant and degraded, as 

unappreciative and irresponsible, as unenlightened citizens, the definer, keeping himself 

outside of the other‟s system, not only fails to understand the system of the other group‟s and 

therefore worth imposing on the latter. It is only natural then that the latter does not 

demonstrate agreement with the definition and that it does not respond to these on the same 

terms as expected by the former. It is simple knowledge that any group within itself is a 

highly knowledgeable and efficient composite system of a „glorious tradition‟. Furthermore, it 

is a matter of personal opinion to accept or refuse to accept that any literate system is superior 

to a highly efficient system of oral tradition. 
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The unwillingness to recognize the above facts has led the report to ignore completely 

the real problems that illiterate adults in Nepal face in spite of themselves and to take the 

„adult population‟ as a passive agent ready and willing to accept whatever is given. The 

program then was initiated to become given oriented and not receiver oriented. The Report 

and the whole adult education program would have made a better start if it had understood the 

problem from the point of view of the illiterate adults and had built in to the system strategies 

to obtain their active participation instead of perpetuating these sorts of false assumption, or 

what G. Myrdal has called „an upper class myth‟
2
. 

 

The wrong remains uncorrected even now. There have been no definite strategies ever 

evolved for securing the subjects‟ maximum participation in the program. Our attempts at 

adult education in Nepal, where the tradition of literacy and of a literate atmosphere is so 

recent and in many areas largely non existent even now, will succeed only when some definite 

areas of motivation are clearly identified and then sold to the consumers. 

 

6.2 The Adult Education Section 
 

Even after organizing adult education in the country for the last twenty years, the AES 

has accomplished very little in matters of the production of manpower and publications, and 

of the continuity of the program. 

 

A brief look into the history above and the table 3 show that the production of 

teaching-learning materials was the largest during the preparatory and the actual 

implementation period of the First Five Year Plan. Since then very few textbooks, one 

journal, and no follow up literature for the new literates seem to have been published. 

 

At the present moment, the AES has provided for the LEP only one textbook, for 

FAEP 2 textbooks and three teachers handbook. There is not a single journal, nor any 

literature, nor any radio program as a complementary of follow-up program. 

 

With such an inadequate supply of teaching-learning materials, no regular training of 

teachers, one or two supervisors‟ workshop, and one or two seminar on the theory of adult 

education, the AES seems to have satisfied itself by supplying an administrative input to the 

program only. Even here, it is surprising to note that in its so many years of involvement in 

manpower, the Ministry of Education has produced and retained in its AES such an 

inadequate number of trained people. Quite a few members of the Department are reported to 

have been sent abroad for short-time training courses, but most of them are not retained with 

the AES. Instead of contributing towards a stable and steady growth of staff force in the AES, 

such training programs have served as short pleasure trips for the officers abroad.  

 

This state of affairs is ascribed largely to the constant transfer of officials from one 

section to the other within the Ministry
4
. During the field survey, it was found that one officer 

who had a degree in adult education was serving now as a DEO. One would have thought that 

a person with experience in adult education would have been retained with AES. At any rate, 

officials are transferred so that an officer‟s experience with adult education is lost and a new 

comer has to begin all over again. This contributes to shifting arrangements of the program 
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rather than to any solid continuity. As Reed and Reed point out, these transfers result in 

„maintaining every one on a more general amateur level and discourage self improvement and 

add to the inefficiency in government‟
5
. 

 

Similarly, even after years of literacy work, the AES has not built up any sort of library 

of its own to document its own publications or other relevant publications. This means that it 

is not only difficult to obtain information, but that, as in the case of personnel, experience is 

completely lost and wasted. A handy reference and documentation library would not only 

make the AES more efficient it would also facilitate the work of research and information. 

Right now, the usual excuse, when one asks for documents of past, is the Singh Durbar fire, in 

which all documents are said to have been burnt. There has been no attempt at re-establishing 

any of the information. 

 

6.3 The Literacy Extension Programme 
  

The Nepal National Educational Planning Commission defined the purpose of the 

adult education as to spread literacy among the adult mass to make them aware of the 

problems of the country, able to think in terms of their daily and remote needs of life, express 

freely and meaningfully and to practice the democratic way of life
1
. A broader definition of 

the term such as this is infinitely narrowed down in the later definition of 1967 when literacy 

is defined as the development of the skills of reading and writing and of the capacity and 

efficiency in simple arithmetical concepts and their applications as required in the daily lives 

of the illiterate adults2. The following year, a literate is defined as some one who can read, 

write, and speak with understanding simple and correct Nepali. If he can express his thoughts 

in simple writing and do such practical arithmetical operations as addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division, and keep an account of his household budget, he can be called a 

literate
3
. The following year, the same definition is retained except that the word „correct‟ is 

omitted
4
. 

 

Several questions could be raised at the inadequacy and the general vagueness of the 

above definitions. However, it is not necessary to do, for the Sikshya Ain, 2028 tatha 

Shikshya Niyamabali, 2028 in 1970 reorganized the adult education program of the country 

and divided it into two programs: a Literacy Extension Programme (LEP) and Functional 

Adult Education Programme (FAEP). 

 

Since then any systematic attempt at the definition of the term „literacy‟ and its 

objectives seems to have been largely avoided. The term goes undefined in the Ain itself. The 

New Education System Plan does not attempt any definition, nor does the textbook, Hamro 

Pustak, which merely notes that the objective of the LEP is to impart literacy to illiterate 

adults
5
. 

 

In 1975, the Teacher‟s Guide book for Home Science Education defines the aim of the 

LEP as imparting skills in reading and writing and in simple arithmetical operations used in 

daily life
6
. Obviously, a definition like this has made some tacit assumptions about the three 

R‟s and taken them for granted. 
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It becomes clear from the above tentative collection of declarations that there has been 

no adequate enunciation of the definition and objectives of the program. That is to say, there 

has been no definite identification of the problems and clear concepts about the ends that are 

to be attained. Such questions as why the country needs literacy, what good it will serve to the 

recipients or the givers, what level in the formal schooling system such literacy program 

should reach, what the areas are, occupational, ethnic or otherwise, that need literacy, what 

the cultural, economic, or political goals are, what the linguistic goals are, and what the 

priorities are, are all neglected. What we have is a bold quantitative objective: to make a 

certain number of people literate. This is the same problem which Gunnard Myrdal points out 

as one of the drawbacks of South Asia education planners when they think primarily in terms 

of “how many students to be enrolled, in how many course, in how many schools and not in 

terms of how well they learned, what they were taught, or how to improve the educational 

system”
7
. 

 

Such crucial question as how to do literacy work, or more specifically how to impart 

literacy, has been completely neglected. There has been not a single piece of research ever 

done, as far as it is known, on the technicalities pertaining to literacy, for example, the 

methods of teaching, the types of literacy, the possibility of bilingual literacy, textbook 

preparation, and other important areas which would require research. As it stands now, it 

seems that as soon as certain administrative formalities are fulfilled, literacy work is taken as 

completed. The Finance Ministry allocates a certain amount of money which is then passed on 

to the AES which then passes it on to the DEO which then passes it on to the teachers. Of 

course a lot of time consuming paper work will have gone into the job. As soon as this cycle 

is complete, literacy work is typically accomplished. 

 

In sum, the lack of any rigorous definition of the term and its objectives, and the 

inadequancy of the standard of literacy achievement, contribute to the futility of the program. 

With no follow-up program, even the semi-literates the LEP could produce do not get chance 

to maintain their skill, let alone improve upon, and inevitably relapse into absolute illiteracy. 

When traditional pure literacy of this type has been considered ineffective and therefore 

thrown out from most parts of the world, one does not understand why this has been kept 

going in Nepal. 

 

The Necessity of LEP 

 

As long as the objectives are not clearly defined there can be no definite strategies to 

attain them. Under such circumstances, a literacy program remains not only ineffective but 

also quite unnecessary. It is obvious that the LEP is operating on obsolete concepts of literacy 

long thrown out in most cases as inoperative, especially after the innovation of functional 

literacy. 

 

Our LEP is what may be called a traditional literacy program, where reading, writing, 

and elementary arithmetic are taken as ends in themselves, where literacy work is not made to 

measure, that is, where it is not differentiated according to the environment and specific 

economic and social objectives, where it is standardized and laid down on centralized basis, 
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where there is no variability and flexibility so as to take into account the diversity of 

immediate objectives and individual situations
8
. 

 

In effect, the concept of a „literate‟ is obsolete. In 1951, the Unesco Committee 

defined a person as literate if he can „both read, with understanding, and write a short simple 

statement on his daily life
9
. The aim of our LEP seems to be just to attain that level, for there 

is no reformulation of the aims in order to meet new requirements.  In 1962, the Unesco 

Committee redefined a literate person in a different way: 

 

A person is literate when he has acquired the essential knowledge and skills which 

enable him in all those activities, in which literacy is required for effective functioning in his 

group or community, and whose attainments in reading, writing, and arithmetic make it 

possible for him to continue to use these skills towards his own and the community’s 

development
10

. 

 

The latter Unesco definition covers broader areas, although it is not exactly clear. The 

application of such a definition for Nepal requires information; therefore researches, as to 

what those social activities are which require literacy for an individual to participate and 

contribute to the community‟s development. 

 

The LEP is functioning in a vacuum and is, therefore, capable of producing, at best, 

only adults between absolute illiterate and functionally literate, perhaps just a semi-literate. It 

could not even theoretically, produce adults qualified to participate in the literacy activities of 

the society. For example, the literates this program produces are not able to read government 

propagandas, let alone Gorkhapatra, with understanding although they may be able to 

recognize the letters. 

 

It should be borne in mind that it is considered necessary for an adult to reach the level 

of knowledge of a pupil who has completed 4 to 6 grades in a modern school before he can be 

considered truly literate
11

. Since the objective of our primary schooling is to achieve literacy 

and since it only continues to grade 3 we could assume that the formal equivalence of adult 

literacy is no more that grade 3. This, in ideal circumstances of the present program, is 

inadequate and capable of producing only substandard literates at best. 

 

6.4 Functional Adult Education Program (FAEP) 
 

6.4.1 Planning and Objectives 

 

A number of terminological problems are readily discernible in this program. 

Although the program is often called FAEP, it has also been used as synonymous with 

functional literacy program
12

. It will be shown later that this inconsistency leads to general 

confusion as to the very nature of the program. 

 

All FAEPs are for what is called „neo-literates‟
13

. However, this could not be 

considered a continuing program for the ones who have already participated in LEP, for there 

are too few FAEP centers compared to the LEP centers, and the curriculum at least is not 
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meant for the new literates. None of the FAEPs contains the component of literacy as such. 

That makes the program unsuitable for non-literates and incompatible with functional literacy 

itself. 

 

The textbooks for a FAEP do not properly follow the requirements of a functional 

literacy textbook. They are constructed the same way as Hamro Pustak is, that is, no survey 

was conducted to identify the problems that recipients actually face, and the textbooks did not 

undergo any testing phase in any particular locality for measurements and evaluations. There 

is no „ecological approach‟, that is, the textbooks are not adapted and adaptable to the 

environment. As a result, the whole program is, once again, too centralized and standardized. 

Even though the program was supposed to be run as an aid to the production of manpower by 

having the centers in the area where the same kind of developmental projects are being run,
14

 

there is no strict correspondence in this either. 

 

The weaknesses of the FAEP are not very different from those of the traditional 

literacy program. The FAEP fails to identify the problems, collective and individuals‟ 

objectives are not defined in terms of specific learning and teaching goals. The instruction in 

reading and writing is completely non-existent and the training component (knowledge and 

skill, perhaps) exists as a whole isolated chunk. The vocational skills and knowledge that 

participants may receive are not usable most of the time, so they turn out to be a gamut of 

unrealizable learning experiences acquired dogmatically. Generally standardized and set up 

on a centralized basis, none of the programs is variable and flexible, and nor do they take 

immediate objectives and specific situations into account. 

 

Although the functional literacy program has been seen as a useful part of an 

agricultural extension campaign
15

, there seems to be nothing in it to distinguish it from an 

agricultural extension campaign. This is largely because of the complete negligence of the 

literacy component (that is, the teaching of three R‟s and further training in the development 

of these skills). This fact immediately disqualifies the FAEP as a functional literacy program 

as envisaged by the meeting which initiated the Experimental World Literacy Program and 

defined the functional literacy as „any literacy operation conceived as a component of 

economic and social development project
16

. 

 

When the literacy component is completely dropped off, and only literates are 

accepted for the program, then the question arises as to what level of literates should be 

allowed to join. 

 

One equally vital question which is not answered in any place for the FAEP for 

farmers is which level of the farmer is the program addressed to, that is, is it addressed to 

middle level or low level farmers who obviously have different needs. 

 

Again, the level of FAEP has remained undefined. There is no mention as to what 

level the program itself should be nor what equivalence it should aim at as compared to the 

formal school. Myrdal rightly points out that the level of functional literacy should be raised 

for South Asia, „where the quality of education is often very low, the attendance rate very 

poor, and the family home and village milieu illiterate
17

. 
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6.4.2 FAEP for the Farmers 

 

The FAEP for farmers is therefore not a functional literacy course for the farmers, it 

could perhaps be described as a farmers training in agriculture which happens to be initiated 

by the Ministry of Education. A look at Krishi, the only textbook and teaching material used 

in the program of which the teacher‟s guide was published only last year, shows the 

uselessness of this book as teaching-learning material. 

 

Krishi could be best described as a manual of agriculture for the use of agriculturalists 

and advanced students of agriculture rather than the textbook for the use of „new-literate‟ 

farmers. It runs to 283 pages and contain information on the agricultural practices in ancient 

Nepal, soil, fertilizers, seeds, sowing, irrigation, harvesting, insets and insecticides, paddy, 

wheat, and other crops, fruit farming, vegetable growing, animal husbandry, grass, poultry, 

and fish farming. 

 

Such an indiscriminate selection of topics on which to impart „functional literacy‟ to 

the farmers is rather absurd; it shows that the program does not have any closely identified 

single objective except a rather vague concept of agricultural problems. The contents of it 

should be compared with the Farmers Functional Literacy Project of India
18

 whose objective 

was „improving the efficiency of the farmers in the special program of agricultural production 

known as the „High Yielding Varieties Programme‟ involving training in the use of seeds, 

hybrid and exotic fertilizers. In content, Krishi, is found to be more comprehensive than the 

present textbook prescribed for agricultural course in the higher secondary school in the 

country. 

 

The contents are not presented simply as they should have bee. There is no gradation 

of linguistic difficulties. New concepts are taught as a series of scientific dogmas. Discussions 

become too technical and are full of undigested and irrelevant information all jumbled 

together. 

 

The book is full of syntactic faults viewed as an adult education textbook. It uses 

exotic scientific terms and too many foreign words. A rough vocabulary count of the first 

chapter shows about 65 Sanskrit words which are not used in daily life. It is a absurdly high 

proportion of new words for a primer of its nature. 

 

The book contains no arithmetic, no reading and writing exercises. 

 

As noted earlier, the textbook construction does not fulfill any other conditions usually 

used in writing textbooks for functional literacy
19

. No field work seems to have been 

undertaken in order to identify the actual problems the farmers have been facing. No analysis 

of the work now performed by the illiterates has been done to see how much the potential 

learners already know so that the boredom of repeating the same thing is avoided. The 

teaching materials do not look as if they had ever been evaluated. There is also no flexibility 

in terms of the geographical variability of the country. 
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6.4.3 Functional Adult Education Program for Women 

 

The FAEP for women has as its objective the goal of imparting „theoretical and 

practical knowledge for neo-literate women in domestic science‟
20

. The curriculum includes 

such topics as food, nutrition, home management, and child care. 

 

The AES supplies handbook for the teachers. No textbook or a primer or any other 

reading material exists for the students‟ reference. 

 

Once again, as with the farmers program, the literacy component does not exist here. 

The problems with such a program then are of the same kind as above, that is, its unsuitability 

for neo-literates, its incompatibility with the concept of functional literacy itself and the 

problem of the level of literacy that is expected of a potential participant in the program. In 

sum, then this program is a women‟s training in home science rather than a women‟s 

functional literacy or adult education program as we normally understand it.  

 

Again, there was no problem-solution oriented field work before it was decided that 

the women‟s functional adult education needed to include home science teaching as its 

objective. The need for such a program seems to be felt largely as a given, already existent, 

traditional, and some sort of an upper-class myth. 

 

The real problems of real women in the country or in selected areas of the country 

seem to have been set up in an a priori manner, taking women as housewives and the program 

therefore tailored to fit them. Even here, one feels that the housewife being addressed is not a 

real and individual person but an abstract model handed down through generations as the 

same, unchanging, and passive female. 

 

As with the farmers program, this program, too, exists between the gap that is created 

between the giver and the recipient, a gap that such a program generates of itself because of 

the dichotomous definer and difinee who have come to face each other. This is a case in point 

where in a special sense there is the confusion between „political or ideological indoctrination 

with preparation for broad, free reflection on the nature of power and its components, on the 

forces working in the through institutions. The awakening of political consciousness and the 

development of democratic virtues are replaced by the idea of training docile and uniform 

citizens
21

. 

 

Now, on given facts and statistics, it can be argued that the women‟s functional adult 

education does not need consist exclusively of home science education. 

    

The Nepal Country Paper for the UN Seminar
22

 identifies the following demographic 

features of the female population of women which indicate their low status in society: 

 

1. Marriage at an early age (16.8% according to the 1971 census. Widowhood and 

child marriages are acknowledged as still persisting in the rural areas). 

2. High rate of mortality (22.6%). 
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3. High rate of illiterate (95%). 

4. Low rate of participation in the labour force (42.7% for young women aged 

between 15-24). 

5. 93.17% of all female workers are farm workers, .67% industrial workers and .51% 

in service and trades. 

6. There is an increase in the proportion of female workers in agriculture. 

7. Because of widespread ignorance and lack of knowledge amongst women, they 

have not efficiently exercised their power. “Mere passing of legislative measures is 

not going to help the large number of illiterate women unless these measures are 

efficiently implemented. This most be matched by concerted efforts to educate 

them so that they may benefit from these legislative measures.” 

 

In light of the above facts, it is not home science but the following areas which the 

women‟s functional adult education should give higher priority to: 

 

1. Agriculture: Giving women training in agriculture side by side with men is not as 

novel as it may sound. There have been cases of successful programs of this sort elsewhere, 

for example, in Kenya
23

. 

 

2. Political and social consciousness: Giving women knowledge about their rights 

and status in the society. 

 

In sum, the FAEP for women is misdirected. Home Science should not comprise the 

total teaching or training content but should just be a part of the total program which should 

include agriculture and social and political education. If home science should comprise a 

section, there it should not consist of teaching about scientific dogmas (such as vitamins, 

calcium, and phosphorous which have no real values from the perspectives of the illiterate 

women) as the present curriculum seems to do, but it should be based on home-based truth of 

food and bygine. A nice example of such an approach comes from SATA literacy course 

where the participating people were taught about how to make the best food for babies with a 

combination of local products such as wheat and milk. 

 

6.4.4 FAEP for the public health 

 

This program has not been put into practice although there are textbook
24

 and a 

teacher‟s handbook
25

 already published. Four areas of „education‟ are discussed in the books: 

environmental health, communicable diseases, first aid, and family life. 

 

Once again, it can be noticed that the content is indiscriminate and too vast to be 

effectively grasped and utilized. The textbook itself shows in its get-up the revolting picture 

of a figure with intestines. The type employed is too small and the style of presentation rather 

poor. The textbook again gives the impression of being a manual of hygiene rather than a 

usable primer. It could be best used as a follow up book rather than a primer. 
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It suffers from the same problems as the other FAEP textbooks. Not much could be 

said about the book except that it needs to be replaced by something else as soon as the Public 

Health Program is started. 

 

6.5 Literacy and Language 
 

Language diversity in the country 

 

The three censuses carried out in the country within these last twenty five years report 

different numbers of languages spoken in the country. The first census report of 1952-54 

presents the highest number of languages, 58 in total. The last census report of 1971 presents 

about 17 languages in total. Dr. Subba
26

 lists 37 different languages, 11 of which belong to the 

Indo-European family, 22 to Sino Tibetan, 3 to Austro-Asiatic, and 1 to Dravidian. Altogether 

52.44 percent of the total population is reported as native speakers of the national language, 

Nepali. There are no figures available on how many speak the language as their second 

language, and how many do not speak it at all. 

 

 These reports, although not unanimous in number of languages, do present the picture 

of Nepal as a nation composed of speakers of different languages. It is also significant to note 

at this point that the ethnic, cultural, and geographical differences in the country do correlate 

with language differences and that the broad cultural areas of Nepal are defined from these 

linguistic units
27

. This linguistic diversity, corresponding to the ethnic, cultural, and 

geographical diversity offers a greater motivation for questioning the current policy of literacy 

in the national language only and for considering the necessity of bilingual literacy both for 

the adults and the children of the country. 

 

Summer Institute of Linguistics and bilingual literacy 

 

As in Papua and New Guinea, and in certain South American countries, the SIL in its 

stay in Nepal had carried out some bilingual projects in literacy. It has published several pre-

primers, primers, practice reading materials, stories, series of readers using local languages 

and with parallel translations into the national language. They have prepared such materials 

separately for Derai, Danuwar, Rai, Bhojpuri, Jirel, Tamang, Chepang, Kulung, and Gurung 

language speakers. The program was designed to teach speakers of non-Nepali languages the 

script of the national language, to provide a bridge into Nepali, and to practice reading and 

increase their knowledge of Nepali. 

 

Elisabeth Christmas
28

 and Beth Morton
29

, both of SIL, provide principles and rationale 

for bilingual literacy in Nepal. In the bilingual literacy program as envisaged by SIL, the 

curriculum makes use of two languages, one minor and one national language, as media of 

teaching and the letter is chosen as the ultimate goal medium. Minority languages are used in 

the initial periods which later are bridged into the national language. 

 

In a brief report of this nature, one cannot afford to enter into the theoretical 

controversy of vernacular vs. national language literacy, nor reject or defend any view point 

as final. When no reliable figures are available on the number, degree, and type of 
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bilingualism that exist in the country, it is still harder to do so. However even though this 

involves stupendous problems of expertise and money, bilingual literacy is a viable concept to 

be used at least in some parts of the country among some groups of people. It may contribute 

to the enhancement of adult education. The use of minority languages may help to secure 

motivation for these language speakers to join the program. 

 

There is an idea and fear, it seems, that any promotion of minor languages may be 

detrimental to national integration. This idea is not uncommon in people who have no 

experience or professional knowledge of multilingual societies. The arguments to support this 

view, however, are often based on unreal assumptions. In fact, languages are the national 

resources and can be harnessed and utilized in terms of the country‟s developmental targets
30

, 

and can be utilized in this case in two main ways. First, these various major and minor non-

Nepali languages could be used as a medium for securing national consciousness in the sense 

of supra-ethnic identification. One of the ways of securing the attachment of the people of 

different groups to the nation is to promote their language and follow it up by concurrent 

changes in their social status
31

. Thus, the use of vernacular in literacy work may be an 

element which would help mobilize the ethnic attachment of the people to the national 

attachment. Secondly, the use of the national language in the bridge materials would extend 

the use of that language. This would facilitate the government propaganda to reach the people 

and the people to participate in the national system. 

 

6.6 Topography and Population Density 
 

The topography of the country as a constraint in education is fairly well recognized. 

Reed & Reed devote a complete chapter to it
32

 citing some absurd incidents that had taken 

place as a result of the mountainous nature of the country and its monsoon rains. The 

topography makes the adequate running of school and the gathering of students difficult. 

When the most preferred hours for adult education is evening
33

, the ruggedness of the 

mountain makes it difficult for people to go to a certain center and gather for the class at that 

time. 

 

The low population density in some areas combines with the problem on 

topographical barriers. The low population density does, in fact, correlate with low literacy 

rate, e.g. the mountain districts in the western part with extremely low population density of 

3.6 persons per square kilometer, such as Manang, has only a 4.7 percent literacy rate
34

; 

Humla with 4.9 persons per square kilometer has a 6.1 percent literacy rate. 

 

The topographical features were a barrier in people‟s movement and still are in some 

parts of the country. Recently, there has been a greater movement of people from the northern 

hills to the southern plains, the main reasons being economic advantages which may also 

bring educational advantages. It can be seen that the greatest migration rate has correlated 

with the greatest literacy rate. For example, the migration rate into the eastern plains from the 

eastern hills
35

 rose to 157 percent and Koshi and Mechi have the highest literacy rate of 23 

percent and 22.95 percent, in the eastern plains. Compared with that, Karnali Anchal which 

has the worst literacy rate, 6.1 percent, implies a relatively stable social pattern
36

. 
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7. RECOMMENDATION 
 

Almost all the literature available in adult education in Nepal, from The Nepal 

Educational Planning Commission‟s Report to the recent Mid-term Evaluation
1
, are full of 

recommendations. Equally, each recommendation has gone completely neglected. There is 

not much to add to these except to point out some broad areas which need immediate 

attention. 

 

The program needs to identify its goals better. The administrative set up needs to be 

thoroughly reorganized. It should be emphasized here that imparting literacy skills to an 

illiterate population is more than imparting mere ability in what is called rudimentary reading, 

writing, and arithmetic. When we give literacy to a group, we are asking some uneasy 

questions on the deep-rooted values and belief system of the recipients, we are forcing them 

to adopt some fundamental changes in their approach to life and the universe. By bringing a 

transition from oral to written culture, by bringing any iota of liberation from on individual 

mind to the universal mind, literacy is an enormous undertaking. In a country like Nepal, 

literacy work becomes essentially, an enquiry into the poverty of the nation and its struggle to 

free itself from it. The enormity of the undertaking is too complex for a section of the 

Ministry of Education possibly to do justice to the work. It should be taken up as an 

independent autonomous organization. In fact, it is gratifying to note that the mid-term 

evaluation report has recommended the establishment of such a bureau. 

 

The new work then will have to be seen in the light of all the recent innovations in 

literacy work, in its concepts and theories, as dynamic and complex undertaking involving 

several interdisciplinary areas such as sociology, anthropology, culture, language, education, 

etc. The organizational part of the work needs to be seen not just as an administrative 

bureaucracy, but as a composition of several units, of policy makers, material production and 

distribution, supervision, evaluation, training, illustration, audio-visual, radio program, press 

and printing, publicity, etc. In other words, instead of District Education Officers and 

Supervisors alone, the program has to have experts in printing, graphics, economics, 

education, reading, linguistics, evaluation, training, etc. Instead of mere primary teachers, the 

program then needs to mobilize all these experts, volunteer organizations, army, religious 

Guthis, Panchayhat organizations, students, children, etc. Then a better picture of adult 

literacy emerges, not of a mere self-defeating fairly mechanistic system, but of a system 

which can be a true medium for „intellectual, sentimental and psychological chain reactions, 

which arise when relations are established between one human being and another
2
.‟ 

 

The lack of a follow-up program has made the investment in literacy produce no 

returns. There is an immediate need to organize massive follow-up program before a big 

number of what is claimed as new literates through not only adult education but also through 

elementary education relapse into absolute illiteracy. The follow-up program should lead the 

new iterates to a continuing informal self educating system. Village and mobile libraries need 

to be established and, before that, books in simple language be written for them. The big 

national daily newspaper Gorkhapatra could contribute by devoting a section of the paper as 

materials for the new literates. 
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A raise in the teacher‟s salary is often recommended. A teacher is paid Rs. 200/- per 

course, that is roughly Rs. 34/- a month, which is too little to motivate anybody. Compared to 

the remuneration of Rs. 75/- during the First Five Year Plan period, this is a very low figure. 

It could perhaps also be recommended that pupils be paid a daily wage in lieu of what they 

would earn if employed in public works, an example the Ministry of Labour of Israel 

followed
3
. However, it is true that a mere raise in pay and expenditure is not going to solve 

the problem. If Rs. 34/- a month can attract so many teachers and supervisors, it can easily be 

inferred that more money may attract more people, and thus, given the present state of affairs, 

our program could turn out to be a hotter bed of corruption. 

 

The objectives of adult education cannot be realized by teachers of elementary and 

secondary schools alone, teachers who have no training, no motivation, and no sense of 

attachment to the job. The need for training the available primary teachers and the formation 

of a competent and dedicated army of teachers can hardly be overemphasized. The incomplete 

figure of the number of teachers trained within these last twenty years in adult education does 

not show more than 3,000 and the number is just half of what the country will need in order to 

meet the target of making 125,000 adults literate every year. 

  

The theory and methods of adult literacy work has changed enormously over the past 

few years with the experience of a great deal of experimentation, trial and error. The Nepali 

adult educationists would naturally like to keep themselves up-to-date with the innovations. 

Although a poor country like Nepal, however, can not afford risky experiments, cheap and 

effective methods of adult education are being envolved, and benefits to Nepal must be 

accrued from them. Literacy work in Nepal is about to be carried out as a joint-collaboration 

of Word Education, N.Y. and HMG under non-formal education for rural development. Any 

attempt at integrating literacy into other developmental projects should theoretically bring 

more effective results than the traditional method of isolated literacy work as has been done 

up to now. 

 

Whichever direction future adult literacy in Nepal takes, there are two broad 

considerations which must be emphasized here at the end. First, there is the need for saving 

the program from the program, of the system itself. The habit of building unrealizable goals in 

terms of eradicating illiteracy universally from the country must be replaced by humbler aims 

of selecting a few villages. The habit of building monuments of bureaucracy in terms of 

employing several levels of incompetent functionaries and wasting tons of paper work must 

be given up also. Secondly, the atmosphere for adult participants to give and receive their own 

literacy must be created. The form and content of teaching – learning experiences and the 

method of transmitting them needs to be motivated from the work-sites themselves. If they do 

not come from there, there will be no adult literacy. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
 

The failure of adult literacy work in Nepal is not an exception but a rule in the history 

of world adult literacy. The Nepali failure is a case in proof of what is generally found true 

about the global literacy programs: „literacy campaigns have earned more tombstones than 

monuments.‟
1
 

 

The reasons our literacy programs have been a failure should have been sufficiently 

clear by now. Adult literacy has so far been a half-hearted job. Is has suffered from unclear 

and misguided policy, sometimes from what is called „wasteful experiments in educational 

planning‟
2
, from vague and loose implementation, and from the lack of an effective evaluation 

as a continuing process serving as a regular feed back to the program. The problems have to 

do with inadequate and unusable teaching –learning materials, unmotivated and incompetent 

teachers, supervisors, and administrators, lack of community participation, of motivation 

among the target adults, general stigma towards change and education, lack of follow-up 

programs, etc. 

 

The results: negative impact on the target population and the community; and on 

teachers, supervisors, and other parts of the „giver‟. Thus, it appears that our war on illiteracy 

is lost on the both fronts. It cannot be proved „scientifically‟ but it can be estimated that 

instead of making a positive impact on the grass root level of the program, the program has 

added to the moral depravity of the nation, of the people involved in it by choice and of the 

people dragged into it as an innocent party of the former, that is, of the people whose names 

are used in the register of the teacher, supervisor, and DEO as literacy-recipients. If the 

present faults are not redressed and if they continue in the very extensive measure as now, 

soon the whole adult literacy program may have generated and accumulated such an amount 

of stigma (call it defeatism, negativism or whatever) in the people‟s mind that it will be 

increasingly hard to create any suitable atmosphere for the program to continue and soon a 

remedial re-education of the people‟s attitude towards adult literacy may be required. 

 

The system has thus defeated itself proving itself the major constraint of adult literacy. 

However, the national fight against illiteracy should continue and adult education will have to 

be given a high priority. Out of the current literacy figure, reported as nearly 20% of the 

population about half of this number is contributed through adult education
3
. Even if only a 

part of the statistics is true, the number of illiterates is growing in the country at an alarming 

rate, two hundred thousand per year as some statistics show. About 48.2% of the total 

population between the working populations of 25 to 49 years of age has remained neglected. 

It is predicted that the number of illiterate adults of 15-49 years will reach 8,000,000 by 

1984.
4
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Appendix 

(a) Literacy date (Incomplete) 
 
No. of 

centers 

opened  

No. of 

adults 

made 

literate 

Materials 

No. of 

Titles 

Prepared 

no. of 

copies 

Budget in rupees  Percent 

spent on 

adult 

education 

No. of 

teachers 

trained in 

adult 

education 

No. of 

libraries 

opened 

Radio 

program Allocated Allocated Allocated for 

Period 

X 

 

X 

5 charts 

5 readers 

5,000 

25,000 

2,355       

3 1,000 4 charts 

4 readers  

 28,050 

38,334 

   500 

reported as 

trained by 

1955 

  

Year Plan 

(1956-1961)
1
 

          

301 7,525 2 charts 

1 reader 

2,000 

10,000 

       

  5 reprints 

newspaper 

125,000 

10,000 

       

220 5,500 

 

5 pamphlets 

newspaper 

50,000 

60,000 

       

140
2
 3,500 newspaper 26,000       Started 

from July 2, 

158 

815 

402
3
 

20,375 

10,050 

newspaper 

5 reprints 

26,000 

120,000 
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1 year  No. of 

centers 

opened 

No. of 

adults 

made 

literate 

Materials 

no. of 

titles 

Prepared no. 

of copies 

Budget 

allocated 

for adult 

education 

Allocated 

for 

education 

% 

allocated 

for adult 

education 

No. of 

teachers 

trained in 

adult 

education 

No. of 

libraries 

opened 

Radio 

program 

AY Year           

62 223 4,786         

D Plan: Three Year Plan (1962-65)
4
 

63 625          

64 1,062 26,575   650,000 28,231,233     

65 912 22,800   450,000 26,520,220 1.7    

Plan: The Five Year Plan (1965-1970)
5
 

66 633 13,580 newspaper 27,000 711,988 22,842,447 3.1 211 X 24 hrs. 

67 691 16,060 newspaper 26,550 688,476 23,735,000 2.6 467 14 " 

68 794
6
 16,340

7
 textbook & 

curriculum 

39,000 619,000 28,485,000 2.2 431 2 " 

69 1,000 21,200 textbook & 

curriculum 

newspaper 

52,500 

 

6,000 

812,000 33,847,000 2.4 485 25 " 

70 150 24,000 textbook & 

curriculum 

newspaper 

51,000 

 

18,000 

 

 

1,072,000 

 

 

41,083,000 

 

 

2.6 

 

 

1,000 

 

 

x 

 

 

" 

Plan: The Five Year Plan (1970-75)
8
 

  *2,000 40,000 Publication of 

Hamro 

Pustak, 

Krishi, 

Janaswasthya, 

teachers 

guide ot the 

last two title, 

and teachers 

guide to griha 

bigyan. 

900,000 39,950,000 2.25    

  5,298 62,433 1,000,000 62,199,000 1.6    

  4,130 83,885 1,300,000 82,214,000 1.6    

  4,013 80,274 1,400,000 9,328,000 1.5    

  3,769 76,680 1,600,000 165,978,000 0.9    
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